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lian legisliation as proof of his contention,
but lie dlid not mention the Commonwealth
z11;isure which is mandatory in every re-
Ypevt. I contend that the Bill will be use-
less without the mandatory provision.

I'mogress reported.

ADJOURNMENT-SPEOIAL.

THE PREMIER (lion. D. R. 'McLarty-
Mlurray.Wvllington) [6.6] -: I move-

That the H1ouse at its rising adjourn till
'i p.m. on Tuesday, the 16th Diecember.

Question put and passed.-

House adjourned at 6.7 p.m.

Tuesday, 161h December, 1947.
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Thu PRESIDENT took thc Chair at 3
p).m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

WATER SUPPLIES.

As to Local Source for Broolcton and
Pingelly.

lion. A. L. LOTO-N (on notice) nsked
the Hfonorary M1inister:

(1) Has aiiy iinvestigaition been iiude, by
the Public Works Department into the pos-
sibility of utilising the water on A. Eiwnrdl's
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properly at Brookton to supply the towns
of Brookton and Piugeily with potable
water?

(2) If no such investigation has been
made, will the Minister for Works order
that a full investigation into this wvater
supply be carried out at the earliest possible
date 7

(3) If an investigation has been made,
will the Minister table the report and all
papers relating thereto?

The \IINISTER FOR MINES (for the
Honorary Minister) replied:

(1) A preliminary reconnaissance only
has been made. Further investigation was
deferred pending a decision with regard to
the Comprehensive Wheat Belt Water
Supply Scheme.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) Reconnaissance papers on the subject

could be seen on departmental files if de-
siredl.

HOSPITALS.

Ax tor Dr. Hislop's U.S.A. Investigations.

Ron. C. F. BAXTER (on notice) asked
the Minister for Mines:

Is it the intention of the. Government to
print ind/or publish the report Hon. J. G.
Hislopr submitted by him on his return from
is re.:ent visit ovcrsea?

The MINISTER replied:
The matter is receiving attention and any

person interested may see the report at the
office of the Commissioner of Public Health.

MILL,-ANDURAR CHURCH BURIAL
GROUND.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Assen blv.

BILL-GAS UNDERTAKINGS.
Report, etc.

Report of Committee adopted.

Bill read a third time and returned to the
Assenmbly with amendments.

BILk--WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOV-
EUNMENT TRAMWAYS AND

FERRIES.
Second Reading-Defeated.

Debate resumed from the 9th December.

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Central) [3.6]:
Despite the fact that the Government Rail-
ways Act Amendment Bill has been de-
featedl, I see no reason why this Bill should
suffer the same fate. It must be apparent
to anyone that the condition of our tram-
ways is rather awful. I am not prepared
to say how that has come about; but I
should say that the Commissioner, having
control of the railways as well, has not had
time to devote to the tramways. The Bill
proposes to take authority from, the Com-
missioner and to place the tramways and
ferries in the hands of three Commissioners.
One is to be an engineer with an intimate
knowledge of these undertakings; another
is to represent the employees; and another
will look after the welfare of passengers.
Naturally, we miust have as chairman a man
who knows how to run the tramways and
knows all about these undertakings.

The appoiitint of a representative of
the employees must tend to a vast improve-
mient in the conditions under which tbe men
labour. Anyone who visits the carbarn
and observes the circumstances in wvhich the
men are working there will realise that it
is more than time that their conditions were
improved. in 1913, when the tramways
were taken over by the Commissioner of
Railways, the employees were promised
amenities and better conditions, but today
they experience the same conditions as then
prevailed. That in itself is sufficient to
warrant a change in the management of the
tramwayvs. in 1933-34 tie Government
carried 29,500,000 passengers as against
8,500,000 carried by private transport.
In :1946-47, the respective figures were
52,500,000 and 25,500,000. In the interven-
iag period the figures of the private com-
panies have incereased three times and the
Government figures have increased by less
than half.

As this is a public utility, it is high timie
we p)laced- it on a footing whereon it can
complete on equal terms with private eon-
cerns. There is no intention to drive private
enterprise off the road. We want to work
in 'harmony with them as a fair competitor.
If i'e have Commissioners with plenty of
time to stLudy the position, I am sure it will
be found possible to provide adequate trans-
port for people in the outer suburbs and
thus encourage others to go there instead
of flocking to the city. For those reasons
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I have pleasure in supporting the second sueeessfult service. Now that the Govern-
reading.

HON. G. FRASER (West) [3.11]: 1 op-
pose the Bill, which I consider should meet
the same fate as did the railway Bill. It
seems ridiculous to think-taking both Bills
together-that we were asked to appoint
five commissioners for the railways, and
three to run the tramiways, which, with three
for the Transport Board, gives a total of
eleven people to run the transport'of the
metropolitan area. I hope that the Royal
Commissioners, in their report, will recomn-
mend that one commission be set up to
govern the whole transport system of' this
State, and I do not think I am flying too
high in exp~ressing that hope. It is im-
possible to bring satisfaction to the various
sectionis of transport in this State until they
are all brought under the one board of con-
trol. I hope that' during the next session
of Parliament a Bill will be introduced to
place all our transport under the one auth-
ority. For that reason I will vote against
this Bill.

HON. A. L. LOTON (South-East) [3.12]:
1 support the second reading, as it is essen-
tial that the control of the tramways and
ferries be brought under a separate con-
trol, apart from that of the railways. I
feel that Mr. Fraser is wrong in saying
that the Bill should be thrown out for the
same reasons as brought about the defeat
of the railways Bill. I understand that the
Royal Commissioners have inquired into the
management and control of the railways.

Hon. G. Fraser: The railways control
the tramways.

Hou. A. L. LOTON: At present, but nbt
the ferries or buses. For that reason I
do not think the Royal Commissioners will
make any recommendations as to the con-
trol of the ferries, buses or tramnways. It
is proposed that the management shall con-
sist of an authority of more than one man,
that one member of that authority shall be
a man wvith a knowledge of- the control,
construction and maintenance of tramnways,
and that of the other two, one shall repre-
sent the passengers and one the employees.
There will be three members' on the board,
and I feel that we must have that variety
of opinion brought to bear on the prob-
lems that will arise if we are to develop a

went has decided that no trains shall run
on the new Causeway, it is essential that
this board be set up at an early date in
order that people living on the east side of
the Causeway may have transport facili-
ties made available to them.

The tramway line has been extended as
far as the factories at Welshpool, and the
suburb extending out towards Queens Park
has expanded perhaps more rapidly than
any other portion of the metropolitan area
during the last four or five years. People
in that area are elamiouring for on effiient
transport service, and whether it is to be
provided by means of tramsa, trolley-buses

-or diesel buses, must be decided in the near
future. The sooner this board is brought
into being the better it will bye for all eon-
c-erned. The figures showing the earnings
of the tramwnys and Governmnent buses, as
compared With privately run huses, are in-
teresting. In 1933-34 private buses travelled
6,647,7-57 miles and carried 8,110,379
passengers, earning E213,100, or an average
earning of 7.7 pence per mile. In 1946-47
private buses travelled 8,289,428 nmiles and
earried 25,523,917 passengers, earning
£584,345, an average earning of 16.918 pence
per mile.

T n 1933-34 Government transport ser-
vices carried 29,5391,269 passengers and ran
3,384,009 miles, earning £280,214, or an aver-
age earning of 19.87 pence per mile. In
1946-47, Government transport services
carried 52,521,558 passengers and covered
5,040,381 miles, earning £521,093, an aver-
age eorning of 24.78 pence per mile. That
shows that during that period Government
transport increased by 85 ier cent, and pri-
vate transport by 174 per cent. Unless
something is done, within a short time pri-
vate enterprise will put the Government
services right out of operation. No- other
passenger service can operate as cheaply
as the trinns. It, has been proved in nearly
all States of the Commonwealth that for
shifting large numbers of people in a short
space of time, no service can equal the
trains. For 1946,47 the loss on Government
transport services was £C48,730 and for the
first three months of this year a loss of
£27,060 has been made. With that figure
for the first three months of the year, one
wonders what the loss will amount to at
the end of the financial year.
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For thoem reasons I feel certain that an
overhaul of our tramwvay system is long
overdue. Those who travel onl our tranis
realise that there is something wrong with
the service. One sees two or three trais
leaving the Town Hall wvithin a few minutes
of one another, and then there is a gap of
perhaps half an hour in the service.. If
one wishbsq to catch a tram down town from
Parliament House after lunch one often
sees what I call a little buckjumper tram,
loaded to the doors with people returning to
the city after lunch, while at 2.15 a great
big bog~e comes along with practically no-
one in it. The whle system needs re-
organ ising.

A Sel~ct Conmmittee recently inquired into
'some of the buses purchased by the Gov-
ernment for the conveyance of passengers
to country areas. The findings of that body
do not reflect much credit on those respon-
sible fo:- the purchase of the buses in ques-
tion. In the South-West the Australind
train is now running with feeder buses
operatieg to Collie and other districts. If
we are to procure suitable buses, now is
the time to set up a proper lbear([ for that
purpose. If we start off on the right foot
we will make a success of it. Why wait
until the service is a failure and then ask
for sonceone to save it? I support the
second reading.

HON. W. J. MANN (South-West) [3.20]:
There are portions of the Bill with which
I arn filly in agreement, but I wonder
whether this is the right time to take this
proposed step. I think the railway Bill
"'as defeated largely because of the fact
that a Royal Commission had been sitting
and members were awaiting its findings in
order to get a lead. One of the objections
I have to this Bill is that it seeks to per-
petuate to a degree the present form of
management. I consider the tramways a
diminishing asset that will continue to
diminish as time goes by, while motor trans-
port is increasing, and not very much
imagination is needed to envisage the time
when practically all suburban transport
will be handled by buses. In many cities
it is already handled in this way and that
system is growing.

The Select Committee that sat recently
gave this aspect quite a lot of thought and
was unanimous in the opinion that, if any
change were made in the control of the

tramways and buses, it should be along the
lines of setting up an authority consisting
mainly of experts-automotive people, men
who understand and are thoroughly trained
in automnotive transport. If a committee
such as that had been in existence and con-
sulted prior to the purchase of the ''Land-
liner'' and ''Cheetah'' busaes-particularly
the purchase of the "'Landliner''-that
vehicle would never have been bought. If
action is to be taken at all, it should be
along those lines, knowing as -we do that
the one type of transport is gradually being
discarded while the other is being extended.

The commission proposed in the Bill wvill
abeomplish nothing at all in that direction.
It provides for a member of the union and
someone else to be appointed, but does not
take into coinideration the type of expert
I have indicated. I do not believe that we
can call in a commission of experts, how-
ever wvorthy they may be or however de-
sirous they might be of doing the right
thing- and expect them to achieve success
unless they are men who have had the pro-
per training. We do not call in a commit tee
of carpenters to tell tinsmiiths what they
should do. We call in carpenters if it is
a matter concerning that fornr of building.
I think the Bill could wyell have been al-
lowed to stand aside until the report of
the Railways Royal Commission has been
received in order to see whether it would
give us a lead in the carrying on of the
transport services including the tramways,
buses and ferries. I am inclined to vote
against the Bill.

HON. 0. G. LATHAM (East) [3.24]: I
should have liked more information from
the Minister when ho moved the second
reading of the Bill as to the reason for this
departure from the present control. Unfor-
tunately we were unable to get any informs-
Lion from that source. The Minister said
we should read ''flansard," but unfortu-
nately thle number did not reach- us until
very late in the week and I have not been
able to get the informiation there that I
desire now to have from the Minister.

The Government has accepted the import-
ant function of conveying people to and
from their work. That is the function of
the tramwvays organisation. which so far
has been operating under the Railway De-
partment. Until such times as the Gov-
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erment decides to let Jpublic enterprise Government pick uip anybody and ask him
conduct this method of conveyance we must
have somebody to control it. I want the
Leader of the House to tell me what the
commission can do that the Minister himself
cannot do. I do not know whether we are
getting away from responsibilities of Gov-
ernment but, judging by the legislation
that has been introduced this session, wve
seem to he departing from the principle
of ministerial responsibility and throwing
the duties on to boards and commissions.
I consider this extremely unw ise.

For many years this State has been able
to select Ministers who have accepted the
responsibility of determining the policy o'f
the Government and exercising control over
the finances and ensuring that the estab-
lishments under their control were properly
minatained. I am not blamaing the present
Government, but for at long time the rail-
ways and tramways have been starved and
have not been kept tip-to-date. I should
say from my own knowledge that 25 or 27
years have elapsed since we had a new
train put on the rails in this State. I can-
not see what this commission can do unless
the requisite funds are provided. I have
examined the Bill very carefully and find
there is no power for the commission to
raise its own funds. It will have to go to
the Treasurer, and that will mean it will
have to go through the Minister in exactly
the same way as the Commissioner of Rail-
ways has had to do in the past.

Although an agreement existed betwvecn
the original tramway company and the
City Council whereby the company assumed
responsibility for the maintenance of the
roads a certain distance from the centre of
the tramline, Ihlat responsibility wvas thrown
on the City Council sonic few years ago
when the Government refused to shoulder
the liability any longer. Although the
tramways knock the roads abobat a good
deal, the responsibility for the maintenance
of this section has fallen upon the rate-
payers of the city and suburbs. Even with-
out this liability, the Government has not
saved sufficient money to permit of the
maintenance of the conveyances themselves.

I am very disturbed to know what will
happen in future, even if we have a com-
mission with one of its members represent-
ing the passengers. In what way could
such a representative be selected? Will the

to represent the passengers1 I can tell the
House what will happen: he will represent
himself, because he will be unable to deter-
mine how he can represent the passengers.

Hon. L. A. Logan: Do you represent
.Yourself here 9

laon. V. G. LATHAM: I represent the
people because I submitted a policy to them
and they endorsed it. It will not be so
difficult for the employees to appoint a
representative. As I said on the railway
Bill, the man appointed to represent the
employees will probably be more fitted for
the position than would an appointee to
represent the passengers. This man might
nevei patronise a Government conveyance; he
might ride in a motorcar.

The Minister needs to get a better reali-
sation of wvhat the tramways mean to the
city population and endeavour, with the as-
sistance of his officers to improve themi.
They cannot be improved without the pro-
vision of £.s.d., and that is wvhat this con-
cern has been -starved of for a long time.
I admit the department has been difficult
to move. I remember when it was suggested
that trolley-buses should he put on the road.
Those vehicles were introduced by the late
Hon. J1. Scaddan in Western Auistralia. It
'vas not the decision of an ordinary indi-
vidual but of a Minister of the day.

lon. C. F. Baxter: It was the decision
of Cabinet.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: That is how trolley-
buses came to the city.I

Hon. C. F. Baxter: A committee of three
dealt with the matter.

li-on. C. G. LATHAM1: They did their
wvork well.

Hon. F. E. Gibson: At very reat cost.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: That may be so.
Trolley-buses cost less in those days than
they do now. I am not sure whether tram-
ways have not become obsolete in this State.

Hion. WV. J. Mann: They have.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM1: If anyone has a
city office past which the trains run he finds
it impossible to hear anything on the tele-
phone while one is going by. The sooner
we adopt ordinary motorbuses, as is done
in most other cities of the world, the better
will it be for us. In Melbourne the days
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of the old cable traims have passed in favour
of a bus service.

The Minister for Mines: Are you sure
they hive gone?

Hon. C. C. LATHAM: Yes.
The Minister for Mlines: Are you sure

they are riot being brought back?

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I do not know,
but they were gone when I was there re-
cently. Not one cable tram remains.

Hon. G. Bennetts: Electric tramns have
been put on in Melbourne.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: Ordinary buses
are now running along Bourke-street.

Hion. La. A. Logan: Upwards of 60,000
passengers in a day are still being picked up
by trans in Melbourne.

Hon. C. G. LA'THAM: If we want a
mobile service we will not get it out of
trains. If we required tomorrow to shift
so many thousands of people we could not
do it better than by means of buses. They
could not be moved at the samfe rate by
trains. That has been discovered in London
where large bodies of People are moved by
minans of buses. It is found everywhere
that bi 'c buses are shifting more people than
trains eon do.

Hon. A. L. Loton: Not in the same space
of time.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: They are being
moved faster because the vehicles themselves
travel quicker. Our Transport Board ob-
jected lo double-decker buses, which are in
use in alImost every part of the w~orld. They
were brought into use in London 30 years
ngo, where millions of passengers are shift-
ed wheieas we only have to move thousands.
The time has arrived when we need to em-
ploy ar expert to go into these questions,
if Minister-s are not able to do it.

Hon. A. L. Loton: That is what we arc
hoping for- under this Bill.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: We want a man
who knows how to move people and what
transport facilities are required in order to
do that.

Hon. A. L. Loton: That is provided for
in the Bill.

Hon. C. 0. LATHAM: Apparently under
the Bill the man I am sp)eaking about has
to be versed in a knowledge of trains but
hie does not have to he an engineer. If we

are going to make a change we should have
a person who knows all about the moving
of people. Amongst the military auth-
orities it might be possible to find a mn
who is well fitted for a job of that kind,
but hb? might not he able to represent the
passergers of Perth. It seems that he does
have to be a man who represents the people
in the metropolitan area, and in that way
the choice is limiited. I am of course refer-
ring to those who travel within the city area.
Altogether I am in a quandary over this
mneasuire.

The Mfinister for Mines: I think you have
been in a quandary for a long while.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I hope the Minis-
ter will give us more information on the sub-
ject when he comes to reply. If he will read
the speech he made in moving the second
reading it will ript take him very long. I
knowv that members, because I differ from
their opinions, sometimes become annoyed.
Because they differ from me that does- not
prove that I am wrong. They will not
make Die alter my opinion. I have fixed
ideas onl many things and I am not easily
moved. Whether I annoy members or mem-
bers of. my Party is immaterial to me. I am
here to express my opinions in this House,
and I believe they will be endorsed by many
more members than those who are objecting
to my criticism. I am not going to be
Party-ridden by any man. I have been a
long time in polities and I know all the
peculiarities attached to politics. I am not
going to be' bluffed or bounced br even
ridiculed. Will the Minister tell me what
the Commission can do that the Minister
cannot do? Who is going to be respon-
sible for finding the necessary finance, and
will this come directly or indirectly froma the
Treasury? Finance is that which will make
or mar the transport system of the city. I
do not think that the Bill itself will interfere
with the Commissioner because it deals
princip~ally with tramnways, trolley-buses and
ferries. I do not know whether the Minis-
ter will think my remarks worth replying
to.

The Minister for Mines: Do not put it in
that way.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: But I should like
to know whether ordinary buses are in-
cluded in the present proposals. It the in-
terpret~ation clause I cannot see that they
are being brought under the new authority.
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The Bill deals with tramways, and with
trolley-buses but 1 cannot find that it deals
with ordinary buses.

Hon. L. A. Logan: The Government
started a bus service on Sunday.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: It has power to
do that under the Act. I am dealing with
the Bill before the House, and I want to
know whether it covers buses. I wish to see
every improvement effected if such can be
done. Generally speaking, we have not much
to complain about except the losses that
have been incurred in our transport system.
Ordinary private individuals would incrense
their fares under conditions such as these,
and unless the Government follows suit it
cannot improve the system. It is no use
endeavouring to carry on the business with
costs that are rising all the time, with wages
that are ever increasing, hours that are
getting shorter, materials that are becoming
more expensive, and expect to give the same
service at the price that was fixed in 1910
when the tramways were taken over. A manl
would require to 1)0 a genius to make the
system pay under p~resent conditions, and I
do not think such a man can be found in
Western Australia.

If we are going to make a success of
Government transport, fares must be in-
cr~eased. That would be an unpopular thin.
We eneourage people to make it unpopu-
tar. If we were honest and told the tax-
payers that these facilities are costing us
more than we are getting baak because the
value of the f has depreciated, and if we
educated them along the right lines, th ey
would accept the inevitahle and face the
future which should involve increased fare,
for passenger transport and increased
freights on goods. It is no use gulling the
people into the belief that this cannot he
done. The alternative to raising fares is
to put the charge upon the taxpayers in
genera!, as is done today. The deficiency
has to he found from ordinary revenue or
from the Grants Commission.

How long the Grants Commission will go
on giving us money without drawing the at-
tention of the Government to the fact thaf
it is conducting the service at additional
cost onl the same basis of passenger fares
as was established in 1910, 1 do not know.
The Government will have to spend a great
deal more than the previous Governmpent did
on these services if they are to be brought

up to a state of efficiency. It is no use
blaming the officials. They can only spend
the money the Treasury Provides and that
is the limit of their capacity. I do not think
any commission will alter the present con-
dition of affairs.

l. A. L. Loton: If the officials had the
money they could spend it to advantage.

Ron. C. G. LATHAM: Aid it could be
spent unwisely. I do not knowv of any in-
stance in this State in which money has been
spent unwisely on transport except in con-
nection with the buses running to Kojonup.
Generally speaking, the Government buses
are as serviceable as are private buses. If
I had my way I would encourage private
enterprise to provide the service that is re-
quired. The fares already imposed by the
companies are higher for the same mnileage
than are charged by the Government.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: And revenue is de-
rived from the companies.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: They pay comi-
pany tax, as well as rates, and they have to
pay a fee to the Transport Board, on top
of which they render good service. I do not
think any commission will remove the dis-
abilities from wvhich the system is suffering
in a general way, under the method proposed
in the Bill. I will not say at the moment
whether I will support the Bill or not. As
a representative of outside interests its fate
is immaterial to me. If the Minister canl
tell mne what three men can do that the pre-
seat management and Minister cannot do, I
may be prepared to support the second
reading.

HON. 0. H. SIMPSON (Central) [3.45]:
1 had not intended to speakc on this Bill
because wvhen I spoke to the railwvay Bill I
said I was not particularly i nterested in the
separation of the tramways and ferries from
the railways, and that I regarded the ferries
and tramways as heing metropolitan in
character and that, therefore, the matter was
not one in which my constituency was piar-
ticularly concerned. I do, however, think
that the conditions which governed our ac-
tions in regard to the railway Bill do apply
in a large degree to the present one. It
has been said the Royal Commission now
considering the railway set-up is not con-
cerned with the tramways and ferries. I
would think, though, as the tramwvays and
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ferries are now part and parcel of the in-
terests b 'eing administered by the Commis-
sioner of Railways, they could hardly escape
receiving some consideration, and if it is
important to defer any action in connec-
tion with the raihvays until the Royal Com-
mission has completed its findings, I think

the same arguments should apply here. A
principle with zwhieh I cordially disagree is
that of control by a commission which in-
eludes two members who are not experts.

The first qualification which should he hield
by people in charge of a concern such as
this, is that they should be experts. 0Here
we are to have one member of the com-
mission representing passengers and one
representing workers, and they could, by
acting iogether, out-vote the chairman, a
tehinica' manl who would probably know
infinitely more of the matter than they
would. It cannot be denied that the ameni-
ties wvhich the proposed workers' representa-
tive would work for, and the -comfort of
the passengers, which would primarily con-
cern the, passengers' representative, could
not be obtained without spending money. I
quite ag -ee. with Ur. Latham, that the coin-
mission itself would have no power to get
that money , but would have to depend on
the Government to grant it. Tf it were made
available, the~ chairman, whoever he might
be, would have as one of his first considera-
tion;, the provisions of comfort for those
using the service and for his employees. So
my attitude towards this Bill is that I can-
not consistently vote for it, having voted
against ai Bill which applied to the rail-
ways and to which many of the same things
are comnoii.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hlon. H.
S. W. Pariiker-Meltropolitain- Suburban-ini
reply) [.3.481: When I introduced the Bill
I was under the impression that members
would be able to acquaint themselves with
the intrieacies of running tramways because
the meastire has been kept at the bottom of
the list. Members will recall that the notes
I had, when introducing the measure, con-
sisted of cuttings from "Hansard," and ob-
jection %vis taken to them. As far as I can
see there is nothing that members have
asked me to reply to. 'Mr. Latham wants to
know what difference there is between this
and the cxistiag tramwrays measure. Under
the present Act the Commissioner of Rail-

ways c3ontrols the tramways. It has seenl
found that the railways have got into a
shocking condition, and we have only to
use onr powers of observation to see the
deplorable state in which the tramaways are
today. An alteration is necessary, and the
0-overumllent considers it necessary to separ-
ate tha tramways from the railways, and
with thiat object in view a Royal Commis-
Sion Was appointui to deal With the rail-
ways, aund the railways only. That Comaris-
*9ion has nothing whatever to do with the
trainways in any shape or form.

Honi. L. 1B. Bolton: Are not the tram-
ways controlled by thle railwaysl

The MINISTER FOR MINES: They are
at present.

lion. L. B. Bolton:- If the indings affect
the one they must affect thle other.

The MINISTER FOR MJINES: No, the
tramways are a different entity.

Hon, L. B. Bolton: I disagree with that
entirely.

The 'MINISTER FOR MINES : Mkembers
may have attended the lecture given by Mr.
do1 P"lessis when he explained the position
of the South African railways. He never
once mentioned the tramways. They are
quite apart from the railways. The Gov-
ernment thinks that the people of the metro-
politan area will be better served by hav-
ing the tramways divorced from the rail-
ways.

Hon. C. G. Lathamn: The tramways are
a private concern in Capetown.

Hon. C. H. Simpson: They are in Johan-
nesburg, too.

The IISTER FOR MINES: That
bears out what I am Lanying as to separating
tile tramioys from the railways. The tram-
ways we arc dealing with are those serving
the City of Perth and suburbs. No-one, I
think, wants the Minister to manage the
tramways , personally. No-one, surely, can
expect a man who is elected by vote and
subsequently given a portfolio, to have the
necessary knowledgze to run tramways. Thle
intent -of the Bill, therefore, is that the
tram~ways shall be free from party political
control. The Government considers it better
to have a board of three commissioners.
I draw attention to the fact that the hon.
member who was- so anxious for the in-
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formation pays no attention. It is con-
sidered that we should have a manager,
called the chairman, who has a full and
complete knowledge of tramways and is
able to manage the concern, and that he
should be assisted by a person called the
passengers' representa tive-in other words,
a member of the public.

Hon. G. WV. Miles: How is he to be ap-
pointed?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: By the
Minister. There is to be another man who
is to have an expert knowledge, through the
union;, of the inner workings of the tram-
ways. We feel that in these times a repre-
sentative of those who are actually doing
the work will assist the management in
knowing how to get the best work out of
its employees. This prinaiple is not
new. Some members say they will veo
against the Bill because of the present
Royal Commission. The Royal Commission
inquiring into the railways has nothing to
do with the tramiways, and neither has it
with housing. The housing question
is probably more important to the tram-
ways than is the position of the railways.
It is obvious that the hoard controlling the
railways requires an entirely different out-
look from the one controlling the tramways.
Mr. Latham dwelt solidly on £:.s.d. There is
nothing about money in the Bill, hut every-
one who hats studied the matter at all knows
that the tramways have been starved. Are
we to continue to starve them or mnake somne
effort to improve them.'

Hon. C. G. Latham: Would the Treasury
give them more money?

The M1INISTER FOR MITNES: The hon.
member is asking some hypothetical ques-
tion.

lHon. C. 0. Lathamn: I will give you some
information presently.

The MINISTER FOR MKINES: Mr.
Latham ,impiy tackled the Bill from the
poirit of view of £.s.d. There is nothing
about funds in it. Of course, the Treasury
has to provide the funds, but what the Gov-
ernment wants is to get a hoard which will
advise it correctly and so manage the train-
ways that there will be a minimum, call
made on the Treasury, except for loan
moneys to put the trains in order. Tram-
ways should pay; they should return divi-

dends. I do not mean to say that fares
should he increased for that purpose, but
the trathways: should not be run at a loss.
The object of the Bill is to get them on
that basis. Mfr. Latham spoke of buses run-
ning into the country. There is nothing in
the Bill about buses running into the coun-
try. The railways. run the country buses.
If the hon. member will look at Subelause
(3) of Clause 17, be will find the following
provision:-

The Commission may, with the approval of
the Minister, provide and run niotor-omnibuises
in connection 'with the Government tramnways,
andi such service shall be deemedl a part of
the trainways system3 and the powers conferred
by this Act on the Commission to make and
enrorce bylaws shall extend ta such niotor-om-
nihunses.

The Bill gives full and complete power to
run omnibuses. No~one, 30 or 40 years ago,
thought of motor-buses replacing tramns;
nor did they think of trolley-buses taking
the place of trains. We do not know which,
in the future, will be best-trans, trolley-
buses or motor-buses. Each has its ad-
vantages, and disadvantages and the ques-
tion is to find out the advantages which out-
weigh the disadvantages. The trolley-bus has
the great advantage of consuming local fuel,
hut it has the disadvantage of immobility. It
also requires extra plant in the way of over-
head equipment.

The mnotor-bus has the advantage of
mobility-it can be shifted fromn route to
route without preparation-but it hlas the
disadvantage of reqniring imported fuel. So
we have drawbacks and advantagesg in each.
I all not an expert, and I do not pretend
to be one; neither is the Glovernment sumf-
ciently expert at the moment to say which
of the three systems is the best. But the
Bill will not prevent the Government 'from
finally deciding the question. This measure
also deals with our ferries which, obviously,
require looking after. A f erry is far re-
moved from a railway. The Bill is an earn-
est endeavour to improve the trainways so
that an efficient service will be given. The
Glovernment coneiders that control by three
comnmissioners is the besit wvay to ensure
that, instead of as formerly by the Corn-
misliiofler of Railways. Of course, obviously
the question of finance must arise -with the
Treasurer from time to time.

Sitting suspended freom 4.0 to 4.20 p.m.
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The WfNISTRR FOR MINES; I woul Hon. C. F. Baxter: There were certainly
like to point out and einphasise that it is
urgent for something to be done with re-
spect to the trams. Mr. Luton gave some
figures which I think I should repeat. In
1941 there was a profit. In 1946-47 there
was a loss of £E43,000 odd. For the first
three zrionths of this year the loss was
£27,060. That nveanis, at the present rate
of loss, a loss of £108,000 for the year.
Sonieth ng must be done about thle manage-
ment and control of the tramnways, apart
altogeth er from the question of what money
is reqiu red to bring them up to date. I
am afraid some of the statements made by
Mr. Lathamu were wild. lie mentioned that
in Londoin there are as many million passen-
gers as there are thousands here. I under-
stand i he population of Perth is ovbr
100,000, let us say 60,000; 1 do not think
there ir-e 60,000,000 in London.

Hon. C. 0. Lathanm: Ninety thousand in
Perth.

The IIN[STER FOR MINES: I do not
think there are 90,00I0,000 in London. I
ago afraid that statement is in keeping with
some of the other extravagant statements
made hiy the lion. member.

Hon. C. G4. Lathani: Tell me some more.

The MINISTER FOR MIINES: It was
suggested that it was not fit and proper
to let krepresentative of the passengers
have anything to do with or advise on the
control if the tramwvays; but might I point
out to -;he lion. gentleman that he repre-
sents a farming area and consequently the
farmers in. that areal I see no objection
at all to his making fair criticism of our
trains and I dare say he knows something
about tient; but I venture to say that the
representative of* the passengers that the
flovernnient would select would have a
very good knowledge indeed of the tram-
way sen-icc and would prove to be of great
assistance.

Members: Divide!

Question put and declared passed.

Hon. 1L. B. Bolton: Mr. Presiaent, a divi-
sion was called for. Mr. Loton called for
a division.

The PRESIDENT: I certainly did not
hear hint.

Honl. La. B. Blolton: I called for a division,
too. We both called for one.

two voices.

The P'RESIDENT: I certainly did not
hear a call for a division. f will put the
question again.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes . . . . 6

Noe . . . . 20

M ajority against

HOn. 0. F. Resxter
Ron. L. A. Logan
Hon. A. L. toton

Hon.
Hon.
lion.
HoD.
Rion.
lion.
Ho..
liOn.

o..
HOD.

N.
G. Beunetta
La. B. Bolton
R. J. Boylan
Sir Hal Colebateli
L. Craig
H-. A. C. Doanen
J. A. Dinm~itt
Rt. M. Forrest
0. Fraser
F. E. Wibsn.

AYe.

IHon.
lion.
Hoa.

ace

Hon.
Hon.
HOD.
no..
Hon.
HiOn.
Hon.
lion.
Hon.
Hon.

14

E. S. W. Parker
G. B. Wood
H. La. Roche

(Yeller.)

E. H. Gray
W. R. Hall
E. I. Hee.a.
0. G. Lath..
W. J. Man
0. WV. miles
0. H. Simpson
H. Tuokey
F. R. Welsh
E. Y. Davies

(Teller.)

Question thus negatived.

Bill defeated.

BILL-BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL ACT

AMENDMENT AND CONTINUANCE.

First Reading.

Feceived from the Assembly, and read
a first time.

.Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Honl. H.
S. IV. Parker-MAet-opolitan-Suburban)
[4.28J in moving the second reading said:
This Bill deals with building materials,
building operations and their control. Pro-
vision is made for the continuance of the
parent Act for a further 12 months from
the 1st January, 1948. The Bill also con-
tains provisions for penalties and deals
with other matters. Despite the large num-
ber of dwellings which have been erected
and the rapidly increasing programme,
coupled, with an improvement in the rate
of basic material production, particularly
materials manufactured locally, there is
considerable leeway to be overtaken. Ap-
plications for homes have been received
at an increased rate and reference to the
marriage tables indicates that this demand
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will continue for some time. There is also a
very keen demand for bildings for indus-
try, social purposes, hospitals and schools.
A balance has to be struck between these
requirements. It is necessary, therefore,
that some control of building materials
should be maintained to ensure direction
into essential channels. Since the existing
legislation came into force, an endeavour
has been made to relate closely to the supply
position, the issue of permits and the re-
lease of materials. This, in no small measure,
has contributed to the speeding up of con-
struction and Western Australia has
achieved a finishing rate better than that of
most of the Australian States.

The lpurposes of the Act are twofold.
Part III provides for the control of build-
ing operations, including the issue of build-
ing pennits. Part IV. has to do with the
control of disposal and acquisition of build-
ing materials-including licenses and re-
leases. Under the existing legislation a con-
sent under Part III. is required for 'any
building operation-(a) to a residence
where the work in aby one financial year
will exceed £50; (b) to a business, educa-
tional or religious building if the work in
any one financial year exceeds £100. Inl
addition, a consent is required for any
painting or renovations to a dwelling if the
work exceeds in value £,50 in any one finan-
cial year. Where work is carried out within
the financial limits mentioned in Part 1II.
and does not require a permit, it is still
necessary for controlled materials mentioned
in the Schedule of thle Act to be covered by
a release in thle terms of Part IV. In re-
gard to Part IV., the existing procedure is
that when a consent is given to a building
operation under Part III., the building
owner or his contractor is automatically en-
titled to obtain a release of the controlledl
materials which have been previously speci-
fied as and when available.

Part IV. also operates to provide macbhin-
cry for the release of available controlled
materials when the work is not required to he
covered by a consent. The materials under
control are listed in the schedule to the Act.
The Bill contains several amendments to thle
existing legislation. The name "St ate lHous-
ing Commission" has been inserted where
"Workers Homes Board" is used in the Act.
It is a change of name only, and is to comply
with an amendment to the Workers' Homes

Act which was introduced last session. Dif-
ficulties have been experienced in regard to
the use of scond-hand material. The Act
now provides that second-hand material may
be acquired or disposed of without the need
to obtain a release from the Housing Com-
mission, but it was not intended that work
costing more than £-50 in the case of a house,
even where second-hand material is used,
should be done without a permit having been
first obtained,

The BUil proposes to make it quite clear
that though second-hand materials are exempt
from the section of the Act which deals with
the acquisition and disposal of building
material, it does not affect the need to ob-
tain a permit for work to be done when
second-hand or new material is to be used,
that is to say, it is still necessary to get a
permit, although second-hand material is
being used, The reason for the amendment
is that the question has arisen in cases be-
fore the court as to whether second-hand
material is included in this particular sec-
tion. It was thought that that was so, but
some doubt arose and this amendment is
desig-ned to overcome that doubt. The pre-
sent Act emnpowers the Housing Commis-
sion to obtain information in regard to
building operations which, are in course but
are uncompleted. It is not possible uinder
the present legislation to require an inter-
ested party to give information in regard to
a building operation which has been com-
pleted. Often a building is completed before
it is realised there wvas no permit and so the
Act has been evaded.

The Bill proposes to amend the Act to
give the Commission power to seek informa-
tion when a building has been completed.
Thle Act lprovides that offences can be heard
and determined only by a stipendiary
niagistrate. In many eases now, courts are
presided over by a residenE nmagistrate or a
police magistrate, so there is an amendment
in the BH1l to permit such magistrates to
hear the eases, The. Bill provides for an
alteration ini the penalty to be imposed for
breacheos of the Act. I am sure all miembers
will agree that in a great many instances
the penalties inflicted have been infinitesimal
inl Proportion to the offeleC committed.
There is an unusual departure in this Bill.
A minihium penalty is provided. That in
itself is not unusual. What is unusual is
that a magistrate is to be permitted to re-
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dpee that minimum penalty if he is satis-
fied that a lesser penalty should be imposed.
But he must record his reasons for so
penalising an individual. There are many
cases that look bad on the face of them but
in which perhaps a big penalty should not
be infl eted. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On mnotion by Hon. C. G. Latham, debate
adjourned till a later stage of the sitting.

BILLS (2)-FIRST READING.

1, Cal] Miners' Welfare.

2, Censo.rship of Films.
Received from the Assembly.

IBILLr-ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORA-
TION ACT AMENDMENT.

First Reading.

Hectived fromt the Assembly and read a
first time.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER POR, MINES (Hon. Il.
S. W.1 Parker-Meitopolitani-Suburban)
[4.42] in moving the second reading said:
This i a short Bill to remnove an anomaly
that hLas recently been discovered. It is to
amend an Act of 1895 known as the As-
sociations Incorporation Act. That Act is
one under which many societies become in-
corporated in order that they may he en-
titled to be registered as proprietors of
land. They cannot be so registered for
profit but exist for various social and
cultural purposes. No power is given in
the Act to amiend the objects of an associ-
ation. When once the association is re-
gistered the objects are set out and the
procod ire is final. The Attorney General
authorises or permits the association to be
registe:.ed. It cannot be registered except
with ht s certificate. Once that is given, that
is the end of it; the objects cannot he
altered.

The Commercial Travellers' Association isas
incorporated and altered its objects by mak-
ing provision for certain funds for the bene-
fit of miembers; but that did not come with-
in the amibit of the original objects of the
association. If members will read the Bill
they will see that it sets out that any associ-
ation may from time to time, with proper

sanction, alter, vary or rescind or add to the
objects for wvhich it is constituted. That can-
not be done without a certificate of the
Attorney General. This Bill, though rather
formidable in appearance is, in fact, a
matter of what one might almost call routine.
It is essential, and if it is not passed the
Commercial Travellers' Association will be
put to considerable expense in having to go
through legal routine in order to rectify
matters that for many years were thought
to be perfectly in order under the Act. I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On motion by Hon. G. Fraser, debate
adjourned till a later stage of the sitting.

BILL-ACTS AMENDMENT (ALLOW-
ANCES AND SALARIES

ADJUSTMENT).

Assemblyj's Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendment.

BILL,-GAS UNDERTAKINGS.
Assembly's Message.

Mlessage from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendments.

BILL-COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 2).

Assembly's Message.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notify' ing that it no longer insisted on
its amjendment.

BILL-INDUSTRY (ADVANCES).-

Assembly's Message.

Me,;snge from the Assembly notifying
that it had disag-reed to the Council's amend-
ment, now considered.

it Cornmittee.

Hon. J. A. Dimmnitt in the Chair; the
Minister for Mfines in charge of the Bill.

New clause: Insert a new clause after
Clause 7 to stand as Clause 8, as follows:-

S. The Treasurer shall as soon as pos-
sible in each financial year submit to Par-
liamient a return of all-advances made dur-
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ing the preceding yea;, and also a return
of all outstanding advances made under this
Act.

The CHAIRMAN: The Assembly's rea-
son for disagreeing is-

The submitting of such a return would be
prejudicial to the business of the bank and the
customer.

Sufficient information to disclose the Gov-
eranent's activties will be available in the
Auditor General's report.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I mov-
That the amundment be not insisted on.

Hon. C. G. LAT HAM: I moved this
amendment, and do not agree with the Tea-
suns given by another place for not agree-
ing to it. The bank is compelled to make
advances if advised by the Treasurer to do
so, and the only time that Governments are
asked to make advances for the purposes
set out in the Bill is when the people con-
cerned cannot get money from. any other
source. Where the venture is sound the

sharholerscan always find the necessary
money. The purpose of the amendment is
simply to protect the tnxpayers' money. We
can recall many instances of advances hav-
ing been made, as in the case of the Lake
Clifton railway-which was nevqr men-
tioned its the Auditor General's report-or
the mn~ganese conany. They were not
mentioned until it was too late to do any-
thing except 'pull up the lines. I wish to
protect the taxpayers against unsound
ventures that might appeal to the Treasurer
of the day. I hope the Committee will in-
sist on the amendment.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The list
would only doublebank on what is now con-
tained in the Auditor Qeneral's report.
Pages 60 and 61 of that report show de-
tails of the amounts outstanding, together
with the names of the people and the in-
dustries concerned. The amendment would
only cause additional and unnecessary work
in the publication of lists, and -would be of
no henefit.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not insisted on.

Resolution reported, the reported adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

BILL-CONSTITUTION ACTS
AMENDMENT (No. 4).

Second Reading-Defeated.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (lon. 11.
S. W. Parker-MIetropolitan-Suburbani)
[4.55] in moving the second reading said:-
This Bill is well known, as a similar one
has in the past been introduced into this
Chamber, and contains little that is new.
It is for the purpose of amending Section
15 of the Constitution Act. If members
look at their Standing Orders they will
find that the lines do, not correspondl with
wvhat is set out in the Bill, as the printing
is slightly different. The first amendment
provides that before a person can enrol
he must prove his qualifications. That is
necessary because persons sometimes claim
to be the equitable owners of a freehold.
They may bq persons purchasing under
contract of sale. They have only to make
the allegation and no-one cheeks up on it.
It is therefore suggested that they should
bring proof of their claims.

In several instances in the Act the word
f~trig is used with relation to money.
Of course that word now has a significance
different from what it had in 1899. It now
refers more to English currency, and not
Australian currency. The next amendment
is therefore to delete the word "sterling"~
wherever it appears in the measure. An-
other amendment has the effect of giving
the householder's wife or husband the right
to vote, the householder being the occupier
of a di'elling or self-contained flat of an
annual rental value of £17.

Hon- J. A. ]Jimmitt: What about free-
holders?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: They
are not provided for. An amendment to
that end could be inserted, if deemed neces-
sary. The next amendment is to do away
with plural voting. A person may be quali-
fied to vote in several province;; and the
effect of the amendment will bec that he
must state the province in which he desires
to vote. I come now to the definition of the
word "householder." The householder of
any dwelling house or self-contained flat is
the person responsible for the payment of
the rent, and whose usual place of abode
is such dwelling or self-contained flat. In
the past there have been instances of
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people registering as householders al-
though they were not living in the house
or flat concerned. They lef t their
families there, but perhaps lived there only
On occaIsions. The amendment will provide
that oly those whose usual place of abode
is the house or flat will be qualified to vote.

The next amendment, dealing with the
definition of ''a -self-contained flat " is very
import ant. For some years the Electoral
Depart ment has regarded as a house, en-
titling the occupant tiD be registered as a
householder, only a flat having a separate
entranee from the steet. Now it is de-
sired to provide for the registration of ant
occupier of a self-contained flat, which is
defined as, follows:-

"Self-contained fiat" means part of any
structure of a permanent character which is a
fixture of the soil and ordinarily capable ujt
being used for human hafbitation, provided
such part is separately occupied for such pur-
powe and has1 no0 direct means of access to,
and is structurally severed from any other
part of' the structure, which is occupied for a
similar purpose by any other 'perion, and has
separate sleep~ing, cooing and bathroom ac-
corm lation.

Thus an attempt is made to define .a. self-
containled flint as one which is a separate
dwelling entirely front other l)ortiuons of
t~te building. This will give thle right tol
vote ta people who are living in -hat are
T-ecogi ed and. constructed as flats. Some of
these vinendinents must appeal to members.
The Bill will preclude the possibility of
an aJ.Irtnient house lieing regairded ais a1
flat. [ move-

Thai the Bill he now read a second time.

HON. SIR HAL COLEATCH (Metro-
politar ) [5.2]: This Bill comes to us with
the approval of aill Parties in another place.
So fat as it goes, it is practically identical
wvith a Bill I submitted to this House last
session and which failed to secure the statu-
tory majority. The portion of my Bill not
included in this measure is that relating
to thle settlement of differences between the
two BRouses. Perhaps it is assumed that
thosej lifferenees are not so likely to occur
in future. However, that portion is omitted
and( I do. not propose to take any action
about it.

I w sh4 to supplement. the remarks of the
Minister regarding a number of features of
the Bill. The first is the extension of the
franchise to the housewife. I cannot see

how any objection can possibly be raised
to that proposal. It is a fact that women
nowadays take as active an interest in
politius as do the men. If we assume that
the reason for granting the franchise is
that the person claiming if has undertaken
the responsibilities of citizenship, there is
no reason Why the housewife should not have
the vote equally with the husband.

There 1s another important reason. Stones
are constantly being throwna at the Legisla-
tive Council and the chief objection is that
it represents only a small percentage of
the electors of the Assembly. By. granting
the franchise to thle housewife, the number
of electors for the Council wvjll he increased
in two ways, firstly, directly by the enfran-
chising of the housewife and, secondly, in-
directly. We know perfectly well that there
are many hundreds, many thousands of per-
sons in. all the provinces qualified to veo
for the Legislative Council who will not take
the trouble to become enioled. When women
become interested in the voting, they will
see that their husbands apply for enrolment
for their own, sakes as well as their hus-
bands'. Thus the present utterly misleading
disparity between the number of electors
for the Legislative Council and the Legis-
lative Assembly will, to a large extent, be
removed.

Nowv I coma to the second provision-the
definition of "flat." There is no definition
in the Act and, as the Minister lies ex-
plain d, the Electoral Department acts--I
believe on instruction from the Crown Law
Department given many years ago when
flats were very different from what they are
now--on the principle that a flat must have
a separate entrance from the street. Since
then modern flats have been erected and in
no ease is there a direct entrance from the
street to the individual flats. Generally
speaking, they have a spacious entrance.
perhaps two spacious entrances, leading to
the lift, and there. may be 10 floors in the
building but each flat in such a building
is entireiy separate. In effect, it is a house.

So far as quality is concerned, these flats
are infinitely better than those of the old
type that used to have an entrance from
the street. There may be a house converted
into three or four flats and in every way
inferior to the flats excluded by the pro-
Vision requiring a separate entrance from
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the street. I do not know that it is essential
to insert a definition of "flat" in the Bill.
Since the Electoral Department is pow act-
ing, under an instruction from the Crown
Law Department as to what it considers
should constitute a flat, I see no real reason
why that instruction should not he amended
to meet modern conditions. However, I
agree that it is far better to have the defini-
tion included in the measure.

The third important provision, and the
one that will cause the most debate, is the
proposal to abolish plural voting. I have
long contended for this, because I do not
think this House is just a property House.
I regard it as a House to represent all those
people who have assumed the responsibili-
ties of citizenship. To say tbat it is purely
a property House is quite absujd. A man
might own a dozen offices, sh gpsI houses,
even furnished houses in one province and
he would have just one vote, whereas -the
occupants may own no property at all and
may exercise the vote. To claim that this
is just a property House is outside the
question. It is a House of responsibility,
and, to my mind, that respohisibility should
he equal. It is an anachronism to say that
the mian with the most property should have
the most votes.

I should like members to carry their minds
back just a few weeks to what happened
in the Legislative Council of Victoria. That
House took the unusual step of refusing
Supply to the Government. The Constitu-
tion there is different fromi ours. In my
opinion-and I think this is generally en-
dorsed by legal opinion-under our Consti-
tution, we should not have the power to re-
fuse, Supply. However, that is not the point
I wish to deal with. What did the Legis-
lative Council of Victoria do before it took
the great responsibility of refusing Supply?
It took action to bring itself into closer
touch with the people of the State than is
the ease with the Legislative Council in any
other State of Australia, The Legislative
Council of Victoria, in the session before
the one in which it refused Supply, abolish-
ed plural voting and made the vote purely
for those who had assumed the responsibili-
ties of citizenship. By those means the House
brought itself into closer touch with the
electors of the State generally.

Then it took another step to which person-
ally I think there is somne objection but
which it is necessary for us to consider. It
provided for compulsory enrolment and
compulsory voting for the Legislative Coun-
cil. Personally I do not like eoiupufsory
enrolment or compulsory voting. I dislike
it as much for the Legislative Assembly as
for the L egislative Council. What I wvish
to point out, however, is that when there
is compulsory enrolment and compulsory
voting, for one House and not for the other,
the door is open for all sorts of invidious
and misleading comparisons.

It is worth while looking back to the
origin of compulsory enrolment and com-
pulsory voting. I think the first Parlia-
meat to enact it was the Commonwealth
after the election of,1922. What was re-
vealed? This one statement I am about to
make is only guesswork. It revealed that
probably as man r as half a million electors
throughout the Commonwealth entitled to be
enrolled were not on the rolls. What is
quite ertain is that, in the election of 1922,
less than 60 per cent. of those who kvre Onl
the roll voted for either the House of Rep-
resentatives or the Senate--approximately
the percentage that in our State votes at
Legislative Council elections. When eritit's
make comparisons andI say that the Legis-
lative Council is not representative of the
people hecause of the relativelly small nuni-
13cr who are enrolled. and who vote, we must
bear in mind that in the one ease there is
compulsion and in the othecr cise there is
not.

In Victoria, before the Act was passed
last session, an enormous number of people
qualified to vote for the Legistativc Counicil
were not enrolled and the percentage of
those enrolled who voted was less than 40
-considerably less than in our State, be-
cause mostly we do get up to 50 per cent.
I am not advocating that we should adopt
compulsory enrolmnent or compulsory voting
hut I do say that we are entitled to combat
and destroy the suggestion that this House
is unrepresentative because of the small
number of enrolments and voters as com-
pared with the H-ouse for which enrolment
and voting are compulsory.

I urge that we should go as far as the
Legislative Council of 'Victoria did and
abolish pluraLvoting. To do so is very
important from this point of view. As we
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must have some government in this State,'
then are must get people interested in both
Houses of Parliament and make them feel
that they have a standing in relation to both
Houses. I am sure that *a big -Step inl this
direction will he taken if we abolish plural
voting and say to people, "If you have as-
sunied the responsibilities of eitzenship, you
have as much right to the vote as has any-
one else. The fact of one being rich and
another being poor does qlot enter into con-
sideration. Your small possessions mean
just ats nmnch to. you and bind you just as
mouch to promoting the welfare of the
country as do the larger possessions of the
other man." Those are the three import-
anit ,rovisions; of the Bill-the technical
amendmkents to which the Mlinister referred
are a so important, but are not likely to be
controverial-the provisions to give the
vote to the housewife, to define flats accord-
ing to the modern conception of flats, which
aire practically houses, and to abolish plural
voting in order to establish firmly the pri-
ciple that the fradhise is given to those
who have assumed] the res ponsibil ities 'of
Citizenship.

H90N. E. M. HEENAN (North-ERt)
[5.151: 1 rise with =ome misgivings in fol-
lowing. the excellent case that has been put
tip in support of the Bill by Sir Hal Cole-
hatch. The measure is not all that I would
like i: to he, but T do give the Government
credit foi bringing down something in the
rnature of a reform of the franchise of this
Chamber. I think you, 31r. President, and
1, were members of a Select Committee some
years ago which took evidence from people
in a )o-ition to -submit it, and after giving
it most careful and impartial consideration
mnade one important recommendation which
is incorporated in the Bill before us. That
recomimendation was that the vota he ex-
tended to the wife of a householder. That
is by far and away the most' important
propc-sal contained in the Bill. I would like
members to give doec consideration to the

.faet ihat a Select Committee, which they
appointed, unalnimously made that recoin-
mnendation some seven years ago.

No matter what other p~rovisions in the
Bill mnembers may like or dislike, I urge
them most sincerely to agree to that pro-
posal. To give weight to the recommenda-
tionis of that Select Committee, we all re-

member how Sir Hal Colebatch introduced
a measure last yj.ear. It is fresh in our
memories that at the last general elections?
the Leader of the Liberal Party and the
Leader of the Labour Party, stated in their
policy spieches that they would liberalise
the franchise of this Chamber. Apparently
the present Government has a mandate fronm
the people to do that. I refer members to
the following extract from a leading article
which appeared in "The West Australian"
of the 20th October last:-

Tt is widely accepted that the constitution
of the LegisLative Council is capable of con-
siderable inprovemnt.

As Sir Hal Colebatch has so ably put it,
the time has arrived when we want the
people to take anl intelligent and active in-
terest in what is done in their Parliament.
We have the spectacle, in other countries of
the world, of parliamentary Government
being overthrown, and we all know with
what results, We have in our own country
the mnenaee of Communism. We frequently
hear people* expouinding on' Comimunists
.and] what thecy a-re doing, and what the mnei-
hers of the Labour Party are, not doing to
fight the menace. Let mue say that no single
unit in this country is lighting Conunism
harder than is the official Labour Party-
Wli~t are other people doing9

Ame we setting oat to improve o ur parlia-
mentary institutions to make the puiblic re-
spect and take an interest in them? What
interest do the people take in the activities
of this Chamber? How often are our de-
bates reported in the leading newspapers
of this State? How Often do people
come along to listen to our deliberations?
U'nle-ss the Legislative Council does some-
thing to become more representatire of the
people, it will face extinction in some way
or other. I recently got a circular from
the Guild of Undergraduates of the Uni-
versity which contained a quotation from
Professor Pollard's book-and he is one of
the most emrinent writers on constitutional
law--as follows:

It is well to remember that whetn an institu-
tion becomes the slave of its own form and
loses the campaeity of reform and expansiona, it
coonls extinction.-

Hon. H. L. Roche. Is that what is hap-
pening in France?

Hon. E. M. HEENAN: No-one can get
much consolation from what is happening
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iii France or Italy. Every day we hear be able to quote instances of men owning
people in trains and tramns declaiming about
the menace in this country. I repeatedly
bear people making slighting remarks about
parliaments and parliamentarians. A tend-
ency to belittle and decry the work of par-
liaments and parliamentarians is hecoming
manifest. Of course, thi~t is the game of
the Communists. We want the people to
take an interest in parliaments and to feel
it is anl honour to be a nmember of a State
Parliament. I would like the people to east
their vote intelligently so that they may play
a -vital part in electioas. But the interest
of the people of Australia is becoming less
and less. As far as the Legislative Council
is concerned, I recently had a number of
boys of leaving standard in the House, and
not one of them could tell me the names of
more than two members of this Chamber.

I venture to say that if we interviewed a
dozen people in Hay-street at this moment,
we would be fortunate if we got two or
three who could say who represented them
in the Legislative Council. The members of
the public are disinterested, and the Press
ii not interested in reporting our doings
because no-one cares about them. The rea-
son is that very few people are enrolled
on the Legislative Council rolls. The qualifi-
eations are so varied and abstruse that they
(to not know whether they are entitled to
be enrolled or not. I well reall that at my
last election, through the efforts of my loyal
.supporters, and the support of the Party I
represent, I was responsible for putting
2,000 names onl the roll. When that inci-
dent is recalled I always feel annoyed that
sonme members had the temerity to suggest
that we had stacked the roll. No
mlore untrue or mean suggestion was
ever made. I would say that we could put
141:11) namnes oin any metropolitan province
roll1 in a week. The people dto not know the
position. This Bill is a step in the right
direction.

I noticed the interjection of M Nr. Diaimitt
-"Is a vote being given to the wife of.
the freeholder U' Apparently it is not. But
if the lion. member moves anl amendment
along those lines I wviIll give him all the
,uilport in my l v ower. I do not think that
qualification is included because it is oh-
'ious that if I own my house I am a free-

holder, and if thme Bill goes through my
wife will , et the vote. Mr. flimmitt will

blocks of land worth over £50. But they are
very rare. Such men would also own or
live in a house, so that amounts to nothing.
However, if that is the basis of any objec-
tion to the Bill, I would strongly support
it. I do not like the definition of a flat.
There is a tendency to legislate for the
State of Western Australia as if it were
confined within the precincts of the city,
and wvhile the definition of ''flat'' is ad-
mirable for the rows of fine flabs that we
see near the University and along Stirling-
highway, it by no means fits the flats on
the fioldfields. Those places have not got
,separate cooking and bathroom accommoda-
tion.

What happens is that a house is divided
into two or three flats wvhich are each let
at 30s. a week, and they are flats in the
real sense of the ternm. But not many of
them hanve separate bathrhonm acomnmoda-
tion. IHowever, even there I would not
light any, amendment in that regard. Let
time rectify the position. The other pro-
vision illii th Bill with regard to plural
vot 'ing is of little consequence. I have an
interest ihl a property at Esperance: my
wife owns a block of land at M1osinan Park,
and I live at Kalg-oorlie. Under the exist-
ing system I am entitled to vote in two
provinces and myv wife has also the same
right, but there ar-e not a great many people
in that position. Actually, a person's in-
terests are confined to one province; that
is, the province where such person is liv-
ing. If the vote is Confined to that pro'-
vince, it is all any fair-minded person would
w~anat.

lon. L. B. Bolton: You might not be liv-
ing- where your interests are.

Han. E. _M. HEENAN: That is the po.,i-
lion as far as I am concerned, and I re-
gard myself as a fair authority on this
part of the Constitution. I would advise
those who propose to support this Bill that
it is of little consequence. If it will enlist
Ihe support of Mfr. B3olton and hie would
like to strike it out, I would go that far
and not oppose him, because if hie wants to
keep the vote for the provinep in which he
lives and the vote in the province in which
his firm is situated, I do not think it would
amount to much, because there are not mny
people in the-same position as Mrfj. Bolton.

lHon. L4. B. Bolton: Of course, there amre.
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Hon. E. M. HEENAN: No, there are not;
and if that is the hen. mnember's objection
to the Bill, I will support him in striking
out that particular clause. The main sub-
stance of the Bill i4 the propqsal1 to give
a vote to the wife of the householder. That
is the Bill, and anything else, in my opinion,
is of little or no consequence. 1 do hope
that on this occasion -

Ron. L. B. Bolton: That is what your
Party is supporting, or I should say SO.

Hon. 03. Fraser: Because it is fair and
reasonable.

Hion. E. Al. HEENAN: If 'Mr. Bolton had
listerad to me for the past ten mninutes,
he shculd have noted why I ai supporting
it. The Labour Party is out to do what it
can to enlarge the franchise of this C'hain-
ber.

lion. IL. B. Bolton. To abolish it!

lion. E. It. HEENAN: Very well, if the
lion. riemiber likes to have i~t that way. I
feel very strongly about this matter-this
is not in the nature of a challenge-but
mnuch as I would hate to oppose any mem-
ber of this Chamber, I would do so. I think
that anyone who opposes this fair and rea-
sonable proposal would be defeated if the
eleetois actually know what is the position,
I feel sure that they would take a very poor-
view of it. This change has been recom-
mended by a Select Committee. "The West
Australian" has told us of the need for
this reform. In its leading article it sta ted-

The need is widely accepted-

Apparently not sulfientily widely accepted
ais to include 1%r. Bolton-
-that the consitution of the Legislative
Coune'1 is eapuble of considerable improve-
mueat.

I view this matter in -the larger wvay.
Sir flal Colebateb put forward ank aspect
that must make an appeal that at this stage
of ,the history of Australia we want our
ParliamntIs to be as representative as they
possibly can be.

Hon. La. B. Bolton: Like the Senate!

Hon. E. MV. HEENAN: I believe Air.
Bolton interjected when Sir Hal was speak-
ing. I cannot remember Sir Hal's exact
words, hut I 'would say that an interpreta-
tion of his remarks would be that the Legis-
lative Council, under the existing franchise,
gives the vote to only one-third of those on

the Assembly rolls and that of that one-
tird about one-half only are enrolled, while

Of those enrolled, a much smaller percentage
voted. At that stage Mr. Bolton interjected
that if the people were off the roll, let them
stay off.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: It is their orwn fault.

Hon. E. M. HEENAN:- If that is his idea
about the way to govern this country, I
cannot. agree. On the other hand, I think
in the years to come we shall want every-
one possible to be enrolled. We do not
want people feeling that they have no voice
or say in our Parliament. We should induce
them to take part in the Government of
the country. I sincerely believe this mea-
Sure is a step in the right direction. It does
not go nearly as far as I would like, hut
because of the onec main provision inl it,
the Bill deserves the hearty support of this
House.

HON. J. A. DIMMITT (Metropolitan-
Suburban) [5.37]: I have been rather
goaded into taking part in the debate be-
equlse Of the remark of Air. Heenan when
he said the Bill was a step in the Tight diree-
ti6n. I think the use of the word "righit'
is what is imp)ortant. For my part., I should
say the Bill is a step in the left direction.
Sir Hal Colebatch referred to an important
aspect of the Bill when he said it would
make available to flat dwellers the ability
to be enrolled and to vote for the Legis-
lative, Council. I agree with him entirely
that flat dwellers should be in a position
to he enrolled and vote for this Chamber.
Hoiver, Sir Hlal pointed out that it wa3
not necessary to amend the Constitution
for flint Purpose anid all that -was required
was an alteration by the Crown Law
Department of its own definition of "flat,"
Therefore, on that ground I suggest that
the clause in the Bill dealing with that mat-
ter is quite unnecessary, So far as I am
concerned, the Bill is condemned in view of
the :fact that it discriminates between the
householder and the freeholder It seeks to
give the wife of the householder the right
to v'ote for the Legislative Council, hut it
does not give that* right to the wife of the
freeholder.

Hon. G. Fraser: In 9.9 per cent, of in-
stances. the wife of one is the wife of the
other.
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Hon. J. A. DIhflITT: Then let us give own volition have made himself eligible for
the other one per cent. the franchise as
well. It was generous of Mr. Heenan to
indicate his willingness to support the
amendment to give the wife of the free-
holder a vote for this Chamber. I am
afraid that his friends in another place
would not be so generous, and I am cer-
tainly not prepared to take the risk. I also
disagree with the denial of the right of the
franchise to people who have been indus-
trious enough to qualify for enrolment in
more than one province. If a man has had
the courage, industry and ability to create
anl enterprise in one place and to establish
his home in another, he should have the right
to vote in both provinces. .For these rea-
sons I intend to oppose the Bill at the second
reading stage.

EON. L. B. BOLTON (Metropolitan)
[5.401 : I do not desire to say very much
on the Bill. I have spoken frorm time, to
time in opposition to measures of this
description and feel just as keenly on this
occasion as I have previously. Definitely
I am opposed to the Bill for the reason that
it wvill give a vote to the wife of the flht
dweller as well as to her husband, while
the wife of the freeholder is denied that
privilege. That is one angle. But the phase
I am most concerned about is that respect-
ing which I unfortunately drew forth fire
frome Mr. ilcenan. I feel that we should
recognise thle position of the man who has
worked hard from boyhood and has built
up a business, a pastoral property, a timber
mill or I care not what it might be, who
has shown initiative from his earliest years,
and then desires to leave the scene of his
operations and retire to the city or some
other part of the State. Surely such a man
is still entitled to some say in the control
of it.

To mny mind the whole question is
wrapped lip ia the abolition of plural vot-
in 'g. If we were to do that, we would place
the Legislative Council, practically speak-
ing, in the position of the Federal Senate.
Of course, it would be necessary to provide
for compulsory enrolment and compulsory
voting. Like previous speakers, I am
utterly opposed to both. I say again that
any citizen of this State who has indicated
enough interest in its affairs should by his

inclusion on the Legislative Council rolls.
Why should he not have the votes, as MTr.
Heenan now, says hbe desires they should?
Why should he not look after his own in-
terests? Why should not a man in employ-
ment, whether- it be in industry or on a
farm, on a station or in a goldmine, look
after his own interests? If he takes no in-
terest whatever in the affairs of the coun-
try, why should he have the sante voting
power as the manl who has worked from
boyhood to build up anl industry to the ad-
vantage of the State?

Hon. G. H ennetts: When war breaks out
thle man goes to fight for those owning pro-
perty, and yet he is not given a vote.

Hon. L~ B. BOLTON: The man with pro-
perty has done his bit just as much as thle
other fellow. For the reasons I have indi-
outed, I am definitely opposed to the Bill
and will vote against the second reading.

HON. W. J. MANN (South-West)
[5.44]: This is, as a rule, one of the in-
teresting- debates of the year. We have had
discuissions along these lines for the last ten
years, and again we are embarked upon an-
other. I congratulate Stir Hal Colebatch
upon ai very good speech from his point of
view, and certainly Mr. Hleenan, froni
his standpoint, put up the best speech
he has yet delivered in this Hlouse,
but I ami afr-aid I do not agree with him
that all of thle ills, or most of them) that
this country suffers from may be traced to
the Legislative Council or to the franchise
for the Legislative Council. Mr. Heenan
has taught ale a lesson. He eaid today that
he and his friends managed to put 2,000
voters-I think that is the number-on the
roll prior to his last election. I thought
I did pretty wvell, but I did not get anywhere
near that number. Mr. Heenan has illus-
trated to the House most forcibly the dis-
inclination of thle P~eople to bother about
getting on a roll at all. We had much the
same thing with regaird to the Legislative
Assembly' years ago, before enrolment was
com1pulsory.

It is only compulsory enrolment that
makes the Assembly roll so much better than
it was. I do not know that anything much
has heen advanced in this debate that would
cause mec to change my opinion. The grant-
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jag of the vote to the wife of a householder
is certainly, as has already been Stated, quite
unfair unless the same privilege is extended
to thi: wife of the freeholder. Let me illus-
trate: A man living in the city may own
a prcperty in the country. Under our plural
votin;; system, hoo would have a vote for his
home in the city or in the metropolitan area
and would also have a vote, as a freeholder,
for his country property. His manager,
if married, would have two votes for the
country property and if he owned a pro-
perty in Perth would also have a vote there.
The owner of the property might have a
staff of five or six.

I understand many such owners have
three or four mn working for them, and I
Siuppmse station-owners would have as many
.as tea or twelve. However, we will assumne
that there are six employees, all married.
The ,ttaff would therefore have a dozen votes
as against the one vote of the man who had
gone into the country and spent the best
part of hi, life in establishing his property,
thus ranking- it possible for the employees
to errn a good living there. The owner
contilibuted to the wealth of the State and
also contributed largely to the national in-
come. I wish to refer to plural. voting. I
protrised myself many times that I -would
endeavour to ascertain some day to -what
externt plural voting for the Council is in-
dulgedi in in this State. It is practically im-
possible, unless one were to examine all the
rolls and check all thq votes, to ascertain
the cxtent of plural voting; but I think we
Call 3atriVe at a fairly accurate result it we
take the postal votes.

I am quite aware that postal votes may
be catst in an election by persons who are
residents- in the province. There are always
a few unfortunates who are sick. Others
are away for a week on a, holiday, and
others art' likely to be ahsent on polling -day.
I have taken out figures for the last general
elect ion for the Council'and can give the
percentages of postal votes cast in each pro-
Vinci'. Memhers are aware that in the North
province postal voting is extensively used.
As a, matter of fact, it is in excess of the
residents living in the province. The per-
.centa1ge over the whole of the ten provinces
is 9.59. So why this everlasting howl about
plural votingbeing the curse of the country?,
if ii were not for plural voting, precious
few of us would be here. It is all so much

nonsense. Hon, members will not mind if
I quote the percentage for each of the pro-
vinces. They are as follows:-

Province. Percentage.
Central, election Aug.,1947 .. 10.59
East, election Dec., 1946 .. 12.41
Metropolitan . . 8.40
Metro jolitan-Suburban .. 5.63
Northi . . . . .. 53.86
North-East .. . 14.831
South . . .. 9.07
south-East .. . . 12.37
South-West . . .. 7.54
West . - .. 4.95

Ron. L. Craig-
that all the votes
are plural votes'?

You see not suggesting
for the North province

Hon, W. J. MANN. I am suggesting that
only Portion is. I have gone a step further
and taken out the percentages of postal and
plural votes to the number of electors on the
roll, I need not quote the figures, as hon.
mnember's may see them, if they wish, hut
the percentage is as low as 2.14.

Hon. R. M. Forrest: That 53 per cent.
represents station votes.

I-on. W1. J. TMANN: Those are the people
to whom I referred previously.

Hon. R. MN. Forrest: They are the people
thai; live on the stations.

Ron. L. Craig: THey 'are resident in the
province.

lon. W. J MANN: In the North Pro-
vlinlle, at the election in 1946, there were
6:35 votes east, and of that number 342 wvere
postal votes.

ItLon. . G. Latham: But people living on
their 4tal ions.

Hon. AV. J MANN: I quite understand
that poll ing-booths we~re not convenient, bat
that makes the case all the better. Of the
342, probably half were many miles fromn
a rolling-booth. I quote those figures to
emliasis! the utter futility of people ever-
lastingly saying that a man can get 10 votes
for the Council on account of the plural
voting system. To hear such people talk,
one would imagine that a large percentage
of the people voting for mnemb ers on my
side of the House are people who have a
large inmber of plural votes. I have illus-
trated that plural voting is fair and that
its incidence is nothing like what h 'a., been
said about it. I am going to run true to
form and nopose the Bill.
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HON. G. FRASER (West) [5.54]: The
figures quoted by Mr. M1ann are another il-
lustration of how one can prove or disprove
anything. with figures. What Mr. Mann
has overlooked in quoting the percentages
of postal votes, with the purpose of sug-
gesting that plural voting is only a small
item, is the fact that in the Metropolitan-
Suburban and West provinces the figures
give no idea of the plural votes cast, for the
reason that only people living seven miles
from a polling-booth can vote by post.

Hion. W, J. 'Mann: I am aware of that.

Hon. G. FRASER: That means that the
greater number of voters in the metropoli-
tan area cafnnot vote for the West province
by post, They must attend at a -polling-
booth and vote.

Hon. W. ,J. M1ann: That redues the num-
her of plural voters.

lHon. 0. FRASER: My case is that, no
matter what figures one uses, one can prove
they are wrong.

lion. W.,J. Mann : You cannot have it
every waly.

lion, G1. FRASER: We cannot judge on
the figures; quoted by Mr. Mann.

l1on. W. J. Mann: Of course we man, in
tbe aggregate.

Ilon. G. FRASER; Members represent-
ing metropolitan provinces know what hap-
pened in the metropolitan area in 1934. The
eletoral offlie went so far as to set up a
polling-booth 300 yards from another poll-
ing-booth iii order to save the, people the
trouble of going too far to vote.

lon. 11. J. Mani: What does thut
prove?

lon. G. FRASER: It proves a much
larger ligcure for plural voting than the hon.
member shows by his figures.

lon. W. J. 'Mann: You cannot get out-
side my figures.

Hon. G. FRASER:. No elector outside
Loeederville, until we get to the other side of
North Perth-probably Maylands--can vote
by post for the West province. There are
hundreds of electors in that area who .are
enrolled for the West province.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: Have they a vote for
the West province?

Hon. G. FRASER: Yes, a bout 12 per
cent, of those on the roll for the West pro-

vinee are people who could have a plural
vote. I have ceeked it.

Hlon. L. Craig- A good -guess!

I1oii. G. FRASER: It is not; I have
checked it. Mr. Mann has given figures of
postal voting, hut he cannot judge on the
postal votes alone, because of the large
amanber who vote in the 'area on election
clay. They are brought down to vote for the
reason that they cannot record a vote by
post.

lon. W. J. Mann: I thought it wvas
against the law to do that.

Hon. 0. FRASER: It is, so tar as the
candidate is concerned, but not the can-
didate's supporters. My opponents always
do it with the object 'of bringing as many
people into the WVest province as they can.

The "Mini-ster for Mines: But not to in-

fluence them in the way they vote.

Hfon. G. FRASER: I have quoted the in-
stance to show that M1r. Mann's figures are
all astray because, as I said, large numbers
of people cannot vote by post hut are never-
theless p~lural voters. I am supporting thr-
measure. I am very disappointed to think
that again we have the old die-hards oppos-
ing any move for an extension of the fran-
chise for this Chamber

lIon,1 W. J. Mann: You are one Of us8.

Hon. 0. FRASER:- I an' one of those
who are prepared to extend the franchise-
It would not have been a se~ssion, however,
it a Bill like this had not been introduced in
order to give the old die-hards some excuse
to vote against widening the franchise f or
this Chamber. The debate has disappointed
me, Although I bave waited a long time, I
have not heard any member of the so-called
Democratic Party speak in favour of the
measure; in fact, members of that Party
have not spoken at all today. One would
naturally look to them to support a demo-
cratic measure such as this. So far they
have been entirely silent. I welcome ant
extension of the franchise, which I believe
is long overdue. This Bill does not go as
far as I would like. It will certainly give
a vote to the wife of the householder and
also to many flat dwellers.

Hon. Sir Hal Colebatch: Thle obj-ection
last year wvas that the redistribution of
Assembly seats should come first.
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lion, Q_ FRASER: The usual excuse is,
"Let the other place put its house in order
first, and we will do it ourselves" Now
the ot-her place has done that and this
Chair bee should do something to carry out
the promnise it has made down the years.
I think there should be an alteration in the
definition of sefcnaedflat.'' I have
no objiection to the portion which reads,
"provided such part is separately occupied
...and has no direct means of access to."

I think it should finish there. I do not like
the i~ueceeding words ''and is structurally
severed fronm any other part of the struc-
ture.'' There can be quite genuine flats
which are not structurally severed from
the ther portions of the building. I do
not .;now what interpretation the electoral
officer will put on that phrase. There are
a number of buildings in the metropolitan
area where the flats are probably onl the
same floor, and if there is more than one flat
onl Ihe same floor the flats would not be
strn !turilly severed.

lion. L. Craig: Yes.
Hon. (;. FRASE4i: Would a passage-way

structurailly sever flats? If so, that would
suit me, hut I was afraid the definition
-would not be accepted.

Eon. L, Craig: I think it means if each
has its on conveniences, such as kitchen;
thal is to say, there is no dual use of a
kitchen and so on.

lion. 07, FRASER: 'That could he covered
without these words. There might be quite
as number of people that we think ace en-
rolled but whom these words would prevent
being enrolled. We know what our mt-en-
tioi, are, hut what interpretation would
be placed upon the Act is another matter.
I wrould prefer to see the words deleted.
There is another provision -requiring a per-
son to prove to the satisfaction of the Chief
Electoral Officer that lie or she is entitled
to '.) enrolled. I did not tear the Minister
tae-ition what proof the Chief Electoral
Off cci would require to be satisfied. In
other measures it has been provided that
certain proof would have to bct submnitted,
stub as the production of title deeds or
something of that description. I do not
think we- should insist on that, and I would
like tF Minister to give us' sonic idea of
what it is intended should be accepted as
proof by the Chief Electoral Officer. Many,
pe.ople itf called upon to producee title deeds
will not do it.

Hon. L. Craig: You could not if you
were a tenant.

Hon. G. FHASER: I ant speaking of per-
sons claimng f~reehold qualifications, They
will have to produce evidence that wvill he
satisfactory to the Chief Electoral Officer.
If be were prepared to accept a rate notice
niade out to them, that would he all right,
but if he is going to ask for title deeds to
be produced, there will be difficulties. I
agree with those w'ho favour the abolition
of plural voting. That piovis ion should
have beens rcmoved from the statute-book
long ago. I would go further than the Bill.
I would go to the extent of impos;ing a resi-
dential qualification. In that event there
would be no diffieulty. The Bill gives a per-
son living in one district the right to nomin-
ate for somte other district. I think that the
dis'rict in which a man lives is one in
respect of which he should have a vote.
However, I am easily satisfied; and that
being the case, I ant prepared to accept this
Bill as a stepping-stone, in the hope that

inyeartome we nmay have the honour
of Mr.Bolon nd Mr.Dimmitt supporting

us in further moves to widen the franchise.

HON. H. L. ROCHE (South-East) [6.51:-
I oppose the second reading. The Bill does
nol: conmmend itself to me, more particularly
ini regard to the omission of the freeholder
although the wife or husband of the house-
holder is included. I do not mind much what
happens inl regard to plural voting. I do not
think it is very material. Much is made of
it politically by people riding a political
hobby horse, lint its effect on the result of
Council elections is infinitesimal. Insofar
as the provision for a flat dweller to have
a vote is concerned, it seems to me that
urnder the Bill ats "fiat" is defined, the posi-
ti(In would be abused tremendously unless
an army of inspectors were kept constantly
or the job, checking people's qualifications
for enrolment as occupiers or lessees of self-
contained flats.

This Bill represents a considerable step
towards reahisation of the beliefs of some
peole in this country that the improvident
and the inept in the community should he
pandered to politically and that they should
he our flirst concern; and that if a man owns
or aspires to own anything w6 should regard
him as a pariah and someone not entitled to
any right or privilege. If a man is suffici-
enitly acquisitive to own his own home or
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pay rent to the extent of 7a. a week, he is
to be a subject for criticism. T take this
opportunity to stress my belief that it is
high time. a period was placed on that sort
of development in our body politic. It is
not a crimoe for' people to aspire to own
something or for people to have enterprise
or initiative and a desire to progress.

Hon. B3. H. Gray: Who said it was?

Hon. H. L. RIOCHE:- Yet it is the policy
apparently of the Party which the hon.
gentleman wvho interjected represents, to de-
cry and belittle anyone of that type, as his
own Mr. Dedman did, referring to men who
wished to own their own homes as being a
race of little capitalists1 these little capital-
ists presumably being something beneath
that august individual's contempt. I know
of no public demand for this legislation at
the moment. No demand is being made for
any alteration in respect to the Legislative
Council. Had a little more consideration
been given and some of the provisions left
out of this Bill, I might have found myself
in enitire. agreement with it. But I suggest
that the prestige of 14gislative Councils
throughout Australia. never stood higher
than today and the people in more than one
State are looking to their Legislative Coun-
cil to protect them from those who are ever
so ready to prate about democracy and the
rights of the people but when the issues are
joined do not seem quite so keen on giving
the people an opportunity to exercise their
rights.

Hon. G. Fraser: One of the Legislative
Councils to which you are giving so much
praise is a long way more democratic than
this Chamber.

lion. TI. L. ROCHEa: Maybe it is. Pos-
sibly some amendments could he made to
the franchise for this Chamber, but not in
the form in which this Bill is drafted. There
is a property qualification; but I do net
think that the people of Western Australia
desire, nor do we need to join in the
political propaganda indulged in against
any one who desires to own his own home
or against the individual who has some
sense of responsibility to his own family or
his own future welfare. It is certain that
all those who are entitled to be on the roll
for the Legislative Council ar 'e not enrolled.
The percentage was quoted a little while
ago and it was pointed out that only one-
third of the electors for the Legislative As-

semably are enrolled for the Legislative
Council.

.I would suggest that in most Legislative
Council provinces we could pretty well
double the enrolment if the Electoral De-
partment were authorised aind were suffici-
ently interested to have placed. onl the roll
all those qualified to vote for the Council.
I am not concerned at the mnonment with
doing anything designed to weaken the posi-
tion of the Legislative Council. I aight
have been impressed by the appeal made by
Mr. Heenan did I not know that the Party
to which he belongs owes allegiance to be-
liefs that the Legislative Council shojdd he
placed in the position of having anl adult
franchise or of being abolished altogether.

Hon. C. 0. Latham: They believe in the
abolition of the Council.

I-Ion. H1. L. ROCHE: I was not sure that
its desire for abolition was given anly publ-
licity as part of the Labour Party's policy,
but I think that we have been told publicly
that the Party believes in adult franchise.

Sil ting Ruspendled freom 6.15 to 7.30 p-nm.

1{on, 11'. L. ROCHE: Before tea I was
referringt to the desire of ,eertain people
to have thme Legislative Council reduced to
the position of a senate, suhjelet to the
a1dult franchise. I do not believe anyone
with a sense of responsibility would be
anxious to see this House degenerate to the
condition of thme present Federal Senate.
During, tea one member mentioned to ine
-possihly facetiously' , but I think with soe
substance-that 25 per cent. of the people
in Australia are capitalists, and that the
other 75 per cent, aspire to be. I think
that 75 per cent, is an exaggeration.

There is an element in our community
-as in all communities-that look to some-
one else to take the responsibility for every-
thing, even for providing them with a liv-
ing, a home and so onl; even for their health
and education. Certainly that does not
apply to Othe majority of the Australian
people. While there is virtue in one part
of the measure, it does not provide for the
freeholder and his wife. The rest of it can
only have the effect of weakening the posi-
tion of this House as part of the body
politic in Western Australia. For those
reasons I oppose the second reading.
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EON. C. F. BAXTER (East) [7.32]: Any
Bill that attempts to amend the Constitution
is very important. There have been Select
Committees that have inquired into the sub-
ject srad at times there have been Bills be-
fore Ihis House with that purpose, but they
have madec very little advance. This Bill
is not all that I would desire, although it
cona as part of the recommendations of a
Select Committee of which I was a member.

-That committee did not recommend the
abolition of plural voting, but its return-
mendations; did deal with those who occu-
pied flats-real flats, and not the kind Mr.
.Heenan referred to, which are only glori-
fied rooms. I think there is every need for
the definition give 6n in the Bill, as it wvill
take the Electoral Department all its time
to prevent those not entitled to come under
the flat dwellers provision from being put
on th2, roll.* Some flatrare complete homes,
and surely the dweller in such a flat is en-
titled to be on the Legislative Council roll.
He is one of those who have a stake in the
country, and I see no justification for re-
fusing him a vote.

A great deal has been made of theo fact
that the Legislative Council roll contains
comparatively few names when compared
with that of the Legislative Assembly, but
that comparison is odious, in that there is
compulsory enrolment for the Assembly but
not for the Council. Governments have con-
tributed funds that have been expended on
the Lagislative Assembly roll where electors
are compelled under penalty to enrol, hut
not one penny has been supplied for the
purpose of keeping up to date the Legis-
lative Council roll. There is a section of
the community that does not want the
Legislative Council to have a reasonable
roll.

The Chief Electoral Officer stated in evi-
dence before the Select Committee that
funds had been provided to purify the Legis-
lative Assembly rolls, but that he bad been
refused funds for which be applied in con-
nection with the Legislative Council rolls.
One member said he had spent a lot of
time in putting a number of people on the
roll. Sixteen years ago I attempted to
purify the East Province roll. After spend-

in £364 and effecting about 800 alterations
to the roll, I saw how foolish I was,
hut it gave an indication of how
many names the roll should have con-

tamed. The late Chief Electoral Officer
told me that, while there were about
12,000 names on the East province roll,
lie believe(] there should be double that
number. The electors are to blame-to a
large extent-for that state of affairs.
They are not concerned about the rights and
privileges extended to them, and I agree
with Mr. H-eenan that the position is becom-
ing worse every -year. There are nmany
people who do not care in the 'slightest
degree about politics, and it is therefore
no wonder the rolls 'are in such a bad state.
Sir ls Colebatch mentioned the position
in Victoria, where it is compulsory to en-
rol for the Legislative Council.

The introduction of compulsory voting
was one of the most foolish steps ever taken
by Parliament, as it forced large numbers
of people to do something that they knew
nothing about, and the result is a state of
chaos. Unless there is some fuss being
made about soniething there is seldom any-
one to be seen in the gallery of this House,
apart from representatives of the Press
and the Mlinister's secretary. l realise
that the Press reporters take down a lot
of what is said, but how much does one
see in ''The West Australian'' about the
Le gislative Council? One rarely sees ahy-
thing about the Council in that publication,
and ther is very little reported in the "Daily
News.'' That paper gives an occasional re-
port, in prosy-fashion, about what happens
in the Legis.lative Assembly, but I have
never seen, it refer to the Legislative Coun-
cil. Unless the people are kept posted with
wvhai,is happening in Parliament, they will
continue to'be indifferent about the rolls.

Clause 3 proposes to extend the franchise
to flat dwellers, and to the husband or
wife of the occupant of a dwelling or a
flat. I cannot understand why freeholders
have been' left out of it. The wife or hus-
band of a freeholder is just as much en-
titled to enrolment a's is the occupier of a
flat Dr dwelling house. I think that omis-
sion should be corrected. -The next amend-
mient. deals with plural voting. Where will
that lead us? It is the thin end of the wedge.
Menmbers know that time and time again
efforts have been made by past Governments
to attain the position of one elector, one
vote.

Hon. E. H. Gray: They have it in the
Old Country.
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Hon. C. F. BANTER: There are many
people in the country who pay up to £100
per year in rate;, while others pay the mini-
mum of 2s. 6d. If their effort had been suc-
cessful it would have affected the position of
some districts ,o badly that persons who
contributed practically nothing to the fnnds
of local governing bodies would have been
in a position to spend the money as it suited
them. There are, many small towns in con-
try districts where people pay the minimum~
of 2s. 6d. per year, or even less. Is it reason-
able that such people should have the same
voice in the affairs of the country as those
who contribute heavily to revenue? And the
same applies to Clause 3 of the Bill.

I understand that there is only one, person
in Western Australia who has nine votes
and there are few with more than three
votes. If they have a stake in each of a
number of provinces and are producing
revenue for the country, surely they are
entitled to vote for the representatives of
those provinces. Any person who is ener-
getic enough to acquire interests in various
provinces should have an opportunity to
he enrolled for those provinces andi to vote
for them. In view of the present hifgh
taxation, however, I do not think many
people will be reaching out to own property
in various provinces. If the Bill passes the
sevond reading, I hope that in Committee
memnbers will delete the provision for the
abolition of plural voting.

HON. E. H. GRAY (WVest) [7.46]: 1
support the second rending and congratulate
Mr. Ueenan and Sir Hatl Colebateb oni their
contributions to the discussion. During the
last 24 years, we have had a series of debates
on one phase or other of this question and
sometimes they have her heated. Today we
flre quieter. Every member should realjise
that, whatever justification might have
existed for the present franchise in years
gone by, we must face up to the need foil
lisitening to the people in these critical
times and make an effort to popularise this
Chamber. 'Mr. Baxter said he could not
understand why the wife of a freeholder
should not have been included in the Bill.
The wife of a resident freeholder would be
entitled to the vote under the Bill because
the husband would be enrolled as the house-
holder and she as the housewife would be
entitled to enrol.

We should appreciate the necessity for
doing nll in our power to encourage people
to show a greater interest in Parliament
and its proceedings. Some of the speakers
tonjight have appeared to he indifferent to
the wishes of the people, and indifference
of this sort spells peril to the country. The
principal provision in the Bill, which pro-
poses to give the vote to the wife of a house-
holder, WAS recommended by the Select Com-
mittee. Labour Governments periodically
have introduced legislation to provide for
a bigger reform than this. However, I con-
sider the Bill represents a wvise step, and I
congratulate the Government on having in-
troduced it. The measure is one that should
receive the support of all members. Years
ago when the late Hon. A. Lovekin was a
member of this House, and was proprietor
of "The Daily News," tile Council used ta
receive considerable publicity in that paper.
Every speech worth publishing was reported
in "The Daily News" and consequently in
those days the work of the Legislative Coun-
cil was better understood by the lpeople than
it is today.

An argument advanced on previous oc-
casions has been that another place sh1ould
look after its own business and first arrange
for a redistribution of seats for that House
before proposing any alterations to the
Council franchise. Another place has- done
this. All sorts of excuses have been given
from time to time for doing nothing to
widen the ran)chise. Tonight we bare an
opportunity to do something. I should like
to point out that many people who are
denied enrolment for this House are people
giving great serviee to the country. 'Many
teachers by reason of their occupation have
to reside in the country. They may bave
to live on a farm or at the local h'otel or
hostel, but unless they own a block of land,
they are denied a vote for the Council.
Surely nobody would argue that a teacher
does not hold a high position in the com-
munity and is giving gret service to the
country! Under the existing franchise, how-
ever, he is not entitled to enrolment. The
same thing can be said of doctors, some of
them famous men. Young doctors have come-
hore for experience and older men to enlarge
their knowledge of hospital work. They may-
stay for only a few years, but they are,
doing a greater service for the community
than they could do if they purchased a
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-house or a block of land. Yet, unless they
own Jproperty, they arc not entitled to be
enroll~d for this House. That cannot be
justifizd.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: Many of those men
would have a vote.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: A minister of religion
might be Rent to this State for a period of
a year or two. A manse might not be avail-
able-there ire not many manses available
today-and he might not choose to buy a
house. He might he responsible for admin-
isterinrg a large district. If he chose to stay
with relativ ei, lie could not enrol as a voter.
Is thvre any justification for a prohibition
,of that sort? He would be giving far
greator ser-vice to the country than a man
who merely saves enough money to buy a
£E50 block of land or a house. Thousands
of hi.ghly desirable persons, including men
who went away to fight for uts, cannot get
a house to live in, but are forced to livej
in roomis, sometimes under very bad condi-
tions. They are prevented from enrolling,
because they do not own a block of land.

Hdm. H. L. Roehe: Do not you expect
such men ever to get a house?

Hon. E. H. GRAY: They shouldl have
been entitled to enrolment front the time
they returned fromt the war, particularly the
married men with families. Our present
system of enrolment is antiquated and has
lost ts usefulness and does not meet the
urgent needs and desires of citizens. In the
circumnstances, I hope there wvill WA suffi-
cient members to break away from the con-
servative attitude of the past and take a
step frnard by voting for the second read-
ing. If the Bill be passed, it will bring
about a big improvement and I believe this
Hous~e will receive the blessing of' the great
bulk of the people of this State.

HON. H. TUCKEY (South-West) [7.53]:
We have bec'n told that the Government
has a mandate for this legislation. This
is the first time I have heard of it. I have
travtlled a good deal throughout the South-
Wesi province throughout the last year or
so and have not heard anyone complain of
the present franchise for this House. it seems
to ur that the people most concerned to
w"iden the franchise or alter the present set-
up ire those who are associated with Par-
lianvsnt itself.

WYhy there should have been a desire over
the years to bring about a reduction in the
status of this House, even to the extent of
abolishing it, I cannot understand. Thous-
ands of people eligible to be enrolled do not
take the trouble to get on the roll, and I
regard that as an indication that they are
satisfied with the good wvork this Chamber
is doing. Mr. Heenan said tonight that it
would he possible to enrol 10,000 people
in a few days. I do not know about that;
probably the number would be much larger,
but if that is so, why should we at this
stage talk about widening the franchise' If
those thousands of people are satisfied and
have no desire to be enrolled, why should
there be such an outcry about adding to the
number? It has been said that the house-
wife should be entitled to a vote, but nothing
has been said of the wife of a freeholder or
leaseholder. Those people are equally en-
titled to the privilege. I cannot see that
it will make very much difference to the
political Parties if the housewife is given
a vote; I believe it would work out equally
for all sections.

Regarding plural voting, although some
electors have the right to vote in more than
onq province, they seldom exercise it. My
experience has been that it is difficult to
get them to vote in two provinces, and when
they do, it generally costs about 10s. 6id. a
vote to get them to go to the poll. However,
this is no reason why they should be de-
prived of their rights. If people do not
desire to exercise more than one vote, there
is flo reason why we should deprive them
of any other vote they may have. I would
not mind if the number were reduced to two
so that people who have invested large sums
of money in more than one province would
have a say in the representative to be
elected. However, there again I cannot see
any nmeed for a change. There is another
aspect. If we abolisb plural voting for
this Chamber, there would follow a move
to abolish plural voting for local governing
lbodies5.

H~on. E. H. Gray: That would be a good
idea.

IHon. H. TUCKEY: There are 150 local
governing authorities in this State that have
made their views on plural voting quite
cleair. They are definitely opposed to its
abolition. Under the local governing Acts,
a ratepayer may exercise not more than four
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vote8 and has to elect in which ward he will
exercise them and his choice must stand for
three years. A ratepayer cannot exercise
three votes in one ward this year and in an-
other ward next year. Consequently, there
is machinery to control plural voting at
local government elections.

There i- some justification for treatin~g
specially built flats in the city as houses. No
doubt the people occupying them are justly
entitled to enrolment, but this Bill goes
much further. My experience has been when
stne people speak of their residences, if
they are occupying only one room, they
refer to it as a flat. They do not say they
are occupying one room or a couple of
rooms; they say they are staying at a flat
in a certain locality. Then there are small
cottages, the verandahs of which have been
enclosed, a partition or two built and a f ire-
place put at one end, and that is called a
fiat. I do not know what the result would
be if we adopted such a provision. I think
we would have thousands of people claiming
the right to be enrolled when they would
not be legally entitled to enrolment.

As one member remarked, an arfiy of
inspectors would be required to police the
provision. There are hundreds of places
the occupants of which would not be quali-
fled, and I cannot see how the Electoral De-
partment could keep any check on them.
Although the specially built blocks of flats
in Stirling-highway and other parts of the
city should be provided for, it does not
seem Possible to do so uinder the Bill because
hundreds of others, not entitled to be in-
cluded, would be brought in. Reerence
has been made to the danger of Communists,
and if we do not do something they will
take a litnd. It is niot the Legislative Coun-
cil, but the Government that should deal
with the Communists. We in this Chamber
would pretty soon do something with them
if we were allowed to! They have been per'-
mitted tn go so far that it will now take a
great deal more to stop them than if sonme-
thing had been done a few years ago. I do
not want to stand in the way of progress
or amendments to the Legislative Council
franchise, and this Bill is rather mild corn-
p~ared wvith others that have been presented
here, but it is still drafted in such a way as
not to meet with my approval. I oppose
the second reading.

HON. E. If. DAVIES (West) [8.2]: 1
support the second reading. I am not en-
tirely satisfied with the definition of a fiat.
The Bill provides that only people who re-
side in flats of a certain design shall be en-
titled to vote at Legislative Council eec-
tions,. We must rcnmembe-r that many people,
through no fault of their own, are com-
pelled to live under conditions that no-one
would wish to endure. But because of the
shortage of houses, wvhich is likely to con-
tinue for -some time, people are compelled
to live in places that are really not fit for
human habitation. in addition, they have
to payv exorbitant rents. Yet the person for-
tunate enough to be in possession of a
small home, is entitled by virtue of his
residence there, to be a voter, wvhereas the
people living in the circumstances I have
just outlined, notwithstanding the fact that
they have to pay a higher rent, are not en-
titled to have a say in the representation
in this Chamber.

Although I support the second reading,I
believe the Bill could be improved upon by
giving these people who are rearing fami-
lies in difficult circumstances, the right to
say who shall represent them in the Legis-
lative Council. The suggestion that an elec-
tor's wife shall have a vote in connection
with this Chamuber, should have been adopt-
ed years ago. It is all very well to say
that because the male is r-egarded as the
householder hie should be entitled to the
franchise, but the wvife is the mother of the
family, and therefore the mother of the
country, and is of national importance. Shte
performs an important function; she per-
forms the household drudgery and rears
the family. We want greater population,
and if we ask the mothers to have larger
families they should have a say in the elec-
tion of the members of this Chamber.

Hon. H. Tuckey: Many of them have it.
Hon. E. M1. DAVIES: That is so, and

some of them exercise that privilege. Great
numbers of them are compelled to devote
the whole of their time to real-ing families
and are not able to study politics. kt ap-
pears to me, on the question of franchise,
that the present Government has adopted a
child. This reform has for muany ylenrs,
lbeen advocated by the Party of which I am
a member. Unfortunately the Government
haes not been able to get the backing of its
supporters in loving the child. I assume,'
from the trend of the speeches made to-
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night, that the measure will not pass the er in a genuine and properly constructed
second reading. Nevertheless, all reforms
have started somewhere, and many of them
in a small way. Some reform measures
introduced niany years ago are now to be
found on the statute-book of this State and
those of the Commonwealth and other parts
of the British Empire.

Although plural votingy has lbeen pooh-
poohed by some members here, it was
abolishz-d in local government affairs in
England over 60 years ago, when that coun-
try was regarded as being most conservative.
I feel therefore that, in Australia in these
suppos'dly enlightened days, some people
wvould say that thi' timec had arrived when
plural voting should be abolished here. I
believe the best representation we could

gt in this Chamber would be that elected
on an idult franchise. Human values rather
than property values should count. Not
everyone is able to aecluire a large amount
of property. Many people have all they
can do to keep a roof over the heads of
their fqmuilies, without owninag prop~erty. I
believe that plural voting is not in accord-
ance with democracy, and should have been
aholished many years ago. It is a reform
which may not be accepted in this House
tonight, but it wvill find its place on the
statute-book of Westernl Australia before
many years have passed.

THE MINISTER roR MINES (Hon. H
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban-in
reply) [8.8]: 1 wish to correct one or two
misunderstandings that appear to he evid-
ent. Under the Constitution Acts. Amend-
merit Act the second qualification is as
follows:

A hoisehiolder within the province occupying
any dNetling house of the clear annual value
of seventeen pounds sterling.

"Dwelling house" has been defined by legal
opinion to include a self-contained flat, pro-
vided :t has a separate entrance from the
street or outside. It has not always been
possible to get the legal opinion we would
like. t do not know whether that is the
opinion of the present Solicitor General. it
may be that it is. I sincerely trust that
whatever bis opinion is he will give it
honestly. and without any political thought.
For some years the legal opinioxi has been
as I have stated. One of the intentions of
the Bill has been to provide that the dwell-

flat, shall have a vote. Most makeshift flats
with an entrance to the street are to be
found ini the country where there are usu-
ally one-storey buildings. The properly
constructed flats in the city, however, do
riot comply with the opinion 4f the Crown
Law authorities as to the definition of a
dwvelling. The idea of the Bill is to give those
people who are, to my mind, genuine house-
holders, the right to vote. Various other
mattezs have been raised, but it is quite
obvious from the speeches, that members
have made up their minds, and as it is
necessary to have a statutory majority, I
do not propose to answer the other argu-
ments.

Question put.

The PRESIDENT: As this is a Bill to
amend the Constitution, for it to pass it is
rieces,-ary that there shall he a constitu-
tional majority. In the circumstances I
shall divide the House.

Division taken with the
suit:--

Ayes. .-

Noes .

.Majority against

Ron.
Ron.
Hon.
Ho..
Hon,
Hon.
Ho..

Hon.
Ho..
Hon.
H..
Ho..
Ho..
H..

0. F. Batter
0. Bennetts
It. J. Boylan,
Si? Hot Golebste
Li. Craig
E. MI. Davies
E. H. Gray

L. D3. Bolton
H. A. C. Daffen
J. A. flinunitt
R. M. Forrest
F. E. Gibon
C. G. Lathe.
L. A. Logan

Ayes.

non.
Ho.
Hon.

h1 HOo.
Ho..
Hon.

N;ORS.

Han.
Ho..
Hon.
Hon.
Hion.
Hon.
Hon.

following re-

14

W. R. Hall
F. H. Reenin
'T. G. His1.j,
H. S. W. Parkor

a. B3. Wood
01. Fraser

(Teller.)

A. La. Lsotoa
W. J1. Vonn
G4. W. Miles
H. L. Roche
C. 11. Siipson
F. R. Welsh
H. Tuekey

(Tell,,.)

Question thus negatived.

Bill defeated.

BILL-MILK ACT AMENDMENT (No. 3).
Assembly's Amendments.

Message from the Assembly received and
rend notifying that it had agreed to the
Bill subject to five amendments, now con-
sidered.
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In Committee.

Hon. J. A. Dimmitt; in the Chair; the
Honorary M1inister in charge of the Bill.

No. 1. Clause 3, page 2, line 35-Delete
the word 'maximum."

No. 2. Clause 3, page 3, line 1-Delete
the word "maximum.;)

No, .3. Clause .3, page 3, line it-Delete
the word "maximum!)

No. 4. Clause 3, page 3, line 19-Delete
the word "maximum."

No. 5. Clause 3, page 3, lines 22 and
23-Delete the word "'maximum."

The CHAIRMAN: As all the amend-
ments deal with the one matter, I suggest
that they be taken together.

The HONORARY MINISTER: I hope the
Committee will not agree to delete the word
49aiu. where it appears in Clause 3,
for if they did it would be very dangerous
indeed, By the inclusion of the word a cer-
tain amount of competition is assured. if
we agaree to the Assembly's amendments it
will mean that milk will be sold at a cer-
tain fixed price and the hoard will have to
-adhere to it. Later on where it refers to the
consumers, it would be more dangerous still.
It certainly will mean that there will be no
competition at all, The Victorian Act deal-
ing with milk also contains the reference to
the power to fix a maximum price. Inci-
dentally, I may mention that I consulted
with the former Minister for Agriculture
in another place and he is very sorry that
the amendments were made. I am sure
niembers will appreciate the danger of
decleting the word and I move-

That the amendmnents be not agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's

amendments not arced to.

'Resolutions reported and the report
adlopted,

A committee consisting of H-on. G.
Fraser, Hon. L. A. Logan, and the Honor-
-ary Minister drew up reasons for not agree-
in& to the Assembly's amendments.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Assembly.

BILL-POTATO GROWING PNDUSTRY
TRUST FUND (No. 2).

First Reading.

Bill received from the Astemubly and read
a first time,

Seeo'nd Readingy.

THE HONORARY MINISTER (l1on. 0.
B. Wood-East) [8.47] inii oving the second
reading said: I hope this Bill will have a
speedy passage through the Rouse. I have
to apologise for the lateness of its introduce
tion. There is nothing neW in the Bill,
which provides for a trust fund to do cer-
tain things for the benefit of the potato in-
dustry. We have already on the statute-
book a trust fund for the assistance of the
fruitgrowing industry. That became an Act
of Parliament about 1942 and was designed
to deal with the apple and pear industry. It
was so successful that it was later extended
to cover citrus fruit and in recent months
growers of stone fruit have made applica-
tion to be brought under its provisions, I
mention that to show bow sucoessfid this
type of legislation has been in the past. We
also have a similar provision for the dairy
products industry.

The levy proposed under this Bill is a
maximum of one penny a hundredweight.
That will not hurt anybody. It is provided
that if the committee advising the 'Minister
thinks that there is more money in the fund
than will be required at a certain time, the
levy shall not be imposed. I presume that a
start will he made with a levy of one penny
in order to build up the fund fairly quickly.
There is provision for the formation of a
committee of three. Two will be commercial
potato growers and will be elected by com-.
inercial potato growers. The third will be
appointed by the Minister and wilt be chair-
man.

There are a lot of safeguards in connection
with the administration of the fund. First
of all, it has to meet with the approval of
the committee and of the Minister for Agri-
culture. Pending the appointment of the
elective committee there will be a temporary
committee and provision is made by regula-
tion for the election of that committee. We
have purposely omitted to insert anything as
to the method of the election of the commit-
tee until we have ascertained the desires of
the potato rowers-as to whether they want

2806
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one district to elec~t two of the members or
two districts to do so. The method of eec-
(ion will be provided for by -regulation,

Ron. L. Craig: You have not told us what
thle furd is to be used for.

The HONORARY MINISTER: If the
hon. member will have a little patience, I
wvill tell hint that. After the payment of cer-
tain expenses, subject to the approval of
the Minister, the fund may be used for all
r any of the following purposes-

(a) ;he paymlent of thle whole or portion of
the costs an(I expenses of nmeasures taken to
prevent or eradicate pests and diseases affect-
ing l1O(atoC5.
I think miembers -will 'regard that as very
desirable. Instead of potato growers coming
to the Government for everything, as sonic
people do, they are going to make a. levy on

,themsetves in order to help themselves.

Hon. 1-. Tuckey: Will that include com-
pensation for loss by floods?

The HONORARY MINISTER: Yes, that
would be covered.

(b) the payment of compensation to growers
in respect of the whole or portion of losses
sufferect by them as the result of measures
taken 'o prevcett or eradicate the pests and
disease:;;

(c) lihe payment of the costs of the pro-
motion and encouragement of scientific research
for th3 improvement and thle transport of
potato crops.

That ii. another very desirable thing.
(d) the provision of. financial help recom-

mended by the committee and approved by the
Minist r for the association and its brancbe§
in the carrying out of its activities for the
benefit of growers; and .

(e) tyy other purposes which, in the opinionk
of the Minister, N611 promote and encourage
the potato growing industry.

The measure provides that all books used in
connection with the fund shall be open to
inspection by the Auditor General or any
person autborised to inspect them. A balance
sheet of the assets and liabilities, together
with a statement of income and expenditure
account for each year and such other in-
formation as is required by the Minister
shall be prepared from the books and shall
be sutmitted to the Auditor General for
audit. Provision is made for the imposition
of certain penalties under the Bill. The
Governor may make regulations not incon-
sistent with this Bill, which he may deem
necessury or convenient to be prescribed to
give effect to this Bill. As I have already

men tione~d, regulations will have to be made
in regard to the election of the two elective
members of the committee w~ho will ad-
minister the fund.

Potato growers all over Western Austral-
lia have made very strong recommendations
to inc to introduce this legislation. Growers,
were so concerned last Monday or Mna
week when they thought that this Bill was
not coming forward, that they were pre-
pared to come a long distance from Donny-
brook to meet me, ais a deputation, to stir
rue up in order to make sure that the
measure was introduced. We have also had
requests by telephone from Albany. T have
not heard a single potato grower speak
against; the measure, If any happen to be
opposed tb it, I have not heard of them.
There are so many safeguards connectedl
with the administration of the fund that no-
lbody could possibly be biurt. The levy of a
Penny maximui~m per hundredweight would
not be iL hardship to anybody, and the money
must be used for the encouragement and as-
sistance of the industry. I Move-

That the Bill be now read a scco]]d time.

HON. A. L. LOTON (South-East) [8.53]:
I support the remnarks of the Honorary
T iuister. This legislation has been awaited
by potato growers for some time. I was
speaking to some of themi. tonight and they
are satisfied to know that this measure is
close to becoming an Act of Parliament.
One uhause that will give general satisfac-
tion. is that producer-control is provided.
for. There are to be three members on the
commiittee and two will be commercial pro-
ducers elected by commercial 'prod ucers-
The other man will be a representative of
the Government. The rate of levy-a maxi-
mum of -one penny-is something that isr
necessary. For some years, pig breeders.
have paid a levy by means of which they
have built up a considerable fund, and I can
foresee that this particular committee will
have at its disposal a Wood deal of money-
The Bill provides that the Minister, subject
to the committee satisfying himn that there-
is sufficient to meet eventualities, may sus-
pend the payment of contributions. That
is a wise, provision. There is a small amend-
ment which I wish to move in committee. I

-have talked it over with the Minister And
I hope members will give it the necessary
support.
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Hon. G1. Bennetts: The cost will even- Hon. C. G. Latham: He is lucky to get
inally come back to the consumer.

Hon. A. L. LOTON: No, it is a growers'
contrihution. This will enable growers to
cntrol their own destinies and to provide
compensation for themselves in the event
of losses such as those occasioned by the
flood at Denmark this year, when one man
lost £1,000 worth of seed and manure.
Such people may not get full value for the
time being; but as the fund increases, so
will the compensation, and growers are
fully prepared to abide by tile calculation
by their own committee of the compensa-
tion that will be payable.

RON. W. J. MANN (South-West).
[8.581: J commend the Bill. Potato grow-
ers in the South-Wyest saw my colleagues
and myself recenty and we were assured
that the Bill was one for which they had
hoped for a long tinie. The idea is that this
fund will act as a kind of insurance.
Potato growing today is much more of a
science than it waq years ago. High costs
have forced growers to watch their crops,
to take greater care in order to get certioed
seed. They recognise that if som un-
foreseen, catastroplje should occur, the loss
will he wholly theirs unless they have a
fund from which they can secure assist-
aince. I am assured that the penny per
hundredweight or Is. 8d. per ton for the
346,000 tons it is expected will be grown
this year will give them a vecry satisfactory
kick-off.

Hon. G. Fraser: I thought-the produc-
tion was 36,000 tons last year and that
5)0,000 tons were expected this year.

Hon. WV. J. MANN: It was 36,000 tons
last year and the yield is expected to be
much the same this year. I understand that
planting will be on much the same lines as
last year. There is everything to com-
mend the Bill. With rising costs one can
realise that the growers feel they must
have some insurance. Members may not
realise the extent to which potato growers
in the past have been muicted by reason of
increasing costs. I understand it costs
from 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6id. per bag to dig and
bag potatoes at the present day. The sacks
alone cost about 2s. 6id, each, and a grower
is fortunate -if be can get his potatoes du~g
and bugged for 2s. per bag.

the bags, in the first place.

Hon. W. J. MANN: That is so. I once
grew potatoes and can recall paying £4 10s.
Od. or £6 per ton for fertiliser, whereas
today the grower pays £10 10s. per ton.
He is called upon to meet rising costs in
every direction. The Bill is one of the best
of its kind that I have seen, and I support
it.

HON. H. TUCKEY (South-West) [9.2]:
Last winter severe floods destroyed hundreds
of acres of potato crops. Flooding (lid a
great deal of damage throughout the South-
.West, and in the Benger swamp alone, over
£1,000 worth of potatoes were destroyed.
The growers there approached me-and the
Honorary Mfinister-with a view to getting
compensation for them, but there was no,
means by which the Government could com-
pensate them for their loss. It was then
suggested that a fund such as this should
be created, and the South-West growers were
agreeable to paying into it. It will he a
safeguard against losses of that description.
W"hen jpotatoes are planted in swamp land
such as that at Benger, there is no telling
when losses similar to those of last year
may be experienced. This measure should
make provision to meet such loses. I sup-
port the -second reading.

HON. 0. G. LATHAM (Fast) [9.A]: I
support the Bill, but would draw the atten-
tion of the Minister to the fact that there
is a shortage of potatoes at certain periods
of each year. I understand it is due to the
fact that growers in the metropolitan area,
who cannot hope to obtain the yields norm-
ally expected by those in the South-West,
cannot produce potatoes for the price fixed.
If they were permitted to charge a higher
price for potatoes dluring the usual period
of shortage, sufficient would be grown to
supply all demands. It will be rembered
that in years past there was on the market,
for a time in each year, a potato grown
in the metropolitan area. The price was a
little higher than that of the potato grown
in the South-West. The Minister should
look into this suggestion as it, is a draw-
back when we are deprived of potatoes
and are forced to. import them from the
Eastern States. A sufficiently good price
would enable metropolitan growers to
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supply the need during the period when
the South-West growers cannot meet it.

HON. L. CRAIG (South-West) [0.6]: 1
hope members will not get it into their minds
that the main purpose of the Bill is to pro-
vide compensation for growers who have
lost large areas of potatoes through flood-
ing. It will never be able to pay sufficient
for that purpose. As I see it, it will pro-
duce L.bout 15s. per acre on a 10-ton crop,
and the overage crop would ho less than
10 tons. It would take a lot of potatoes
to build up a reserve of perhaps £2,000,
and ir.. a Year when there was much flooding
that sum would go nowhere. This is more
a fund to finance research and advice and
to cover the expenses of delegates, and so
on, and perhaps to compensate for losses
due to disease. It is not to compensate for
losses due perhaps to bad drainage or bad
workmanship.

Hon. H. Tuckerl There may be several
years in succession without floods.

Hoti L. CRAIG: That is possible. The
average crop in Western Australia is about
41/ t~ns. The land must be thoroughly
worked. It must be cultivated to destroy
the weeds so that they will be dead before
being turned over by the plough. Then
it must be cultivated again, and harrowed.
Manure costs roughly £10 per acre, and
seed £9 per acre. Digging costs £20 per
acre and bags cost £C20 per ace, giving a
total 28st per acre of about £60 on a 10-ton
crop--a cost over which there is no control.
There is the labour of planting the potatoes,
and the cost of filling and sewing the bags,
loading them and stacking them. They
cannct all be trucked away at once, as is
done with wheat, but eventually they must
be carted to the siding and loaded on to
railway trucks. I

Th~rc ig an enormous amount of work
involved in a small crop of potatoes, and
with costs at about £70 per acre on a 10-ton
cropj members can imagine how much a man
with perhaps a 4-ton crops gets out of it at
present prices. Often he loses money.
Good growers today get from eight to
ten tons per acre. One must select
good land and give it close attention, besides
selecling pedigreed seed. I take it that
this fund is really to encourage better
methods of potato growing. I do not think
it is a bad thing that we should import

[:.351

Potatoes from the Eastern States at some
seasous aind export to those States at other
seasons. Potatoes are a seasonal crop~ which
takes only a few months to grow. They do
not keep well in the hot weather as they
shrink. I feel that it is desirable
to build up a reciprocal trade with the
Eastern States. This year we wvill have
perhaps 12,000 tons of potatoes available
for export, representing, at £C15 per ton, a
considerable sum. Mr. Latham mentioned
the Osborne Park growers, who grow small
crops out of season.

Hon. C. G. Latham: They arc very good
potatoes.

Ron. L. CRAIG: Yes, but they grow only
about 'half an acre each. I do not know
how a special price could he fixed for them,
and the inmportation of potatoes from the
Eastern States cannot be prevented. If an
attractive price is offered here, there will
be more potatoes imported from the East.

Hon. C. G. Latham: There is always delay
in getting them.

Hon. L. CRAIG: The shortage of pota-
toes in the last year or two has been due
mainly to lack of shipping. When more
shipping is available there will be no short-
age, except due to drought or some such
reason. I commend the Bill to the House.

HON. J. A. DINITT (Metropolitan-
Suburban) [9.12] : It is unusual for a city
member to contribute to the debate on an
agricultural Bill. Members mighbt be sur-
prised to know just how substantial is the
contribution made by market gardeners in
the Osborne Park district-and to a smaller
degree that of Canuington-to the food
supply of the metropolitan area. This
morning I received a telephone call from a
grower at Osborne Park, who asked me to
support the Bill. He said he represented
a number of foreigners growing potatoes in
that area, and asked me not only to support
the Bill but to express the thanks of him-
self and his fellow countrymen to the Min-
ister for havingr introduced this legislation.
Isupport the measure.

HON. G. FRASER (West) (0.13]: There
are one or two points on which I hope the
Minister will be able to supply informa-
tion. I see no commencement date provided
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in the Bill for the fund that is to meet the Hon. G. FRASER: I want to see the Bill
contingencies provided for.

The Honorary Minister: The date is to be
proclaimed.

Hon. G. FRASER: The Bill does not say
so. If it wvas intended that the Bill should
compensate for flood- losses-as is generally
supposed-one could imagine that some
thousands of pounds might be required.
Even at one penny per hundredweight, this
year's crop would not make a contribution
of more than perhaps £C4,000.

Hon. W. J. Mann: About £3,000.

Hon. G. FRASER: If the crop reaches
50,000 tons the contribution should be about
£4,000. The first charges on the fund, I
assume, will be those mentioned in the Bill,
but there is n ,o reference to losses by flood.
Most of the provisions, as mentioned by
Mr. Craig, are to cover research for the
eradieation of pests and diseases.

Hon. W. J. Mann: Western Australia is
the cleanest potato growing State in the
Commonwealth.

Hon. G. FRASER: We bad very clean
apple growing districts, but pests Jiave been
introduced from time to time and the same
thing may occur with potatoes. The next
provision is for the payment of Compensa-
tion to growers in respect of the whole or
portion of losses suffered by them as the
result of measures taken to prevent or
eradicate the pests and diseases. There are
also provisions for the payment of the costs
respecting the promotion and encouragement
of scientific research, for the improve-
ment and transport of potato crops, for
financial help recommended by the commit-
tee and approved by the Minister for the
association and its branches in the carrying
out of its activities for the benefit of the
growers, and, lastly, for any other purpose
which, in the opinion of the Minister, will
promote and encourage the p~otato growing
industry.

The Honorary Minister: That covers a
lot.

Hon. G. FRASER: The last named
appears to be the only provision in Clause
22 that would provide for compensation
being paid for flood losses.

The Honorary Minister: Who said it
would not?

passed, hut it should be passed in such a
form that all the desires expressed by the
Minister and the growers are covered. I
do not want it to be said later when money
is sought for the relief of distress caused
by floods that there is nothing in the meas-
ure to cover such a contingency. The Hill
certainly does not make specific mention of
it. If the Minister is satisfied, I shall be,
hut on further thought the iMinister might
'consider it advisable to include another
paragraph to ensure that losses by flood are
covered.

THE HONORARY MINISTER (Ilon. uI.
H3. Wood-East-in reply) [9.181: I am
delighted at the reception accorded the Hill.
Every member appears to be in favour of
it as are all the growers. I was pleased to
hear ',%r. Jitmmitt's remarks about his
friends at Osborne Park, who had not con-
tacted me, and naturally I had not con-
tacted them.

Hon. W. J1. Mann: You do not speak their
language.

The HONORARY MINISTER: No.
Most of the remarks bave applied to the
marketing of potatoes, hut there is nothing
in the Bill about marketing. The object of
the Bill is to establish a trust fund. I will
take up the point raised by Mr. Latham re-
garding the exportation and importation
of potatoes at various periods. In my
speech I said nothing about flood damage.
There is no provision in the Bill to paty for
wholesale losses caused by flood.

Hon. W. J. Mann: Floods occur only
once in 10 years.

The HONORARY MINISTER: If the
fund was able to pay out a large amount, it
might be able to help some growers affected
by flood by providing them with super or
seed potatoes. That~wonld be possible under
paragraph (e) which relates to any other
purposes which in the opinion of the Minis-
ter will promote and encourage the indus-
try. However, that would all be subject to
the approval of the committee and the
Minister.

Hon. H. Tuckey: It will be there to pro-
vide for any losses so long as there is suf-
ficient money.

The HONORARY MINISTER: If there
was a loss of 410,000 or £20,000, the fun&
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could rot stand it, but we might be able to
assist anyone who was in need. It is not
intended to cover losses by flood.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Hon. J. A. Dimmitt in the Chair; the

Honorary Minister in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 21-agreed to.

Clause 22-Application of moneys in the
fund:

Hon. A. L. LOTON: I moeve an amend-
ment-

That in line 1 of Subelause (2) (e) after
the wo:d ''of' tie words "the committee and
subject to the approval of" be inserted.

In paragraph (d) provision is made for fin-
anc-ial help recommended by the committee
and approved by the Minister, whereas
paragraph (e) refers to any other purpose
which in the opinion of the Minister will en-
courage the industry. I wish the committee
to hav! a say.

The HONORARY MINISTER: I have
no great objection to the amendment, hut I
do nol. think it is at all necessary. The
Minister would not , act without consulting

w~ith tCie committee'
Hon. A. L. LOTON: Why r equire the re-

cornmtndation of the committee under
paragraph (d) and not under paragraph
(e) 7

The HONORARY MINISTER: The com-
mittee and the Minister will combine in the
administration of the fund. I suggest to the
bon. member that it might be dangerous at
this late hour of the session to press his
amiendiment.

Hont. C. F. BAXTER: Provision under
parag -aph (e) might be for purposes right
outsid3 the jurisdiction of the committee.
The paragraph should be allowed to stand
as printed.

Hiart. H. TUCKEY: It is a moot point
wheth~r the amendment ought to be made
and mry advice is to leave well alone. Other-
wise we might have to wait another Year
for legislation. The Minister would not
override the c6mudttee.

Hon. W. J. MANN: Paragraph (d) deals
with 'he provision of financial help whitch

the committee might recommund. The other
provision is for any other purpose which,
in the opinion of the Minister, will promote
and encourage potato growing. That is to
cover the position where somnething unfore-
seen occurs. The growers can then go to
the Minister and ask for funds.

The HONORARY MINISTER: The
wvording in the Fruit Crowing Industry
(Trust Fund) Act is exactly the same as it
appears here. We could well leave this
alone.

Hon. L. CRAIG: This has been put in for
a purpose. In only one clause is the Minis-
ter required to have a recommendation
from the committee. When money is re-
quired for other purposes, the Minister
shall be advised by the committee. It is as
well to leave the Bill as it is.

Hon. A. L. LOTON: Mr. Fraser evidently
reads into paragraph (e) the power to use
money for compensation for damage. If
that is so, why should not the committee
make a recommendation?

Hon. L. CRAIG: We cannot say that
compensation will promote and encourage
the industry.

Amendment put and negatived.
Hon. G. FRASER: I thank the Honorary

Minister for his explanation. It disillusion-
ed me as to the reason for the introduction
of the measure. I understood that the Bill
had been 'introduced because of the floods.
When damage occurred last year it was re-
ported in the Press that, on representations
being made to the Government, the Govern-
ment regretted it could not make any
money available ais compensation, but sugt-
gested that a trust fund should be started.

Hon. L. 'Craig: The fruitgrowers' mea-
sure does not provide for loss through
storms.

Hon. A. L. Loton: That is how I under-
stand it, too.

The HONORARY M1INISTER: Represen-
tations were made to me long before we
had any floods. I suppose that later the
measure can be amended to deal with the
question of floods and other things.

Hon. H. TUCKEY: I held the same view
as Mr. Fraser, and all the growers in my
district thought this would cover flooding.
However, as the Honorary Minister said,
we can amend the Bill later.

Clause put and passed.
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Clause 23-Committee to keep records: BILLr-MILK ACT AMENDMENT (No. 3).
Hon. C. F. BAXTER: Why, in Subelause

(3) is the date made the 31st of July?

The HONORARY MINISTER: That is
also taken for the Fruit Growing Industry
(Trust Fund) Act.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 24 to 29, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amndment and the

report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BILL-GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT
AMENDMENT (No. 2).

Received from the Assembly and read a
first time.

BILL,-COMMONWEALTH POWERS
ACT, 1945, AMENDMENT (No. 2).

Returned from thle Assembly without
amend mentI.

BILL-COMMONWEALTH POWERS
ACT, 1945-47. AMENDMENT

(CONTINUANCE).
Received from the Assembly and read a

first time.

BIhL-MAEDURAX CHURCH BURIAL
GROUND.

Assembly's Amnendmnent.

Message from the Assembly received apd
read notifying that it had agreed to the
Bill subject to an amendment, now con-
sidered.

In Comnmittee.

Hlon. J. A. Dirnmitt in blhe Chair; Hon.
H. Turkey in charge of the Bill.

Clause 3, page 2, line 2-After the word
"aoead insert the words "where no
permit has been issued by thle Minister for
this purpose.''

Hon. ff. TUCKEY: I do not see that the
amendment will make any difference but I
move-

That the amendment be agreed t.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's
amendment agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

Assembly's Message.

M essage from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it did not insist on its
amendments.

BILL-COAL MINERS' WELFARE.

Second Reading,

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (llon.4.iI
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban)
[9.30] in moving the second reading said:
The object of the Bill is to establish a
fund to provide amenities for the Collie
miners. A position has arisen that coal-
miners throughout the British Empire have
been granted special privileges in miany
respects, and they have been necessary.
Sonic few years ago legislation was passed
providing for a pension scheme in the in-
terests of -coalmniners at Collie. At that
ti me I, opposed the Bill onl the ground that
I did not see why coalmniners should be
treated differently from any other indus-
trial workers. However, it wvas pointed
out that a similar provision had been made
elsewhere in the Empire and therefore we
eould not very wvell stand out, seeing that
the eoaliniiners were entitled to that con-
sideration. S~ince then, further amenities
have been provided for the men in Eng-
land, not only in the coalmines, but in)
other brranches of industry.

In New South Wales the Government
has arranged with the Commonwealth G~ov-
erment for control of all coal to be exer-
cised by a Commonwealth board, and
£70,000 has been provided by each, or a
total of £E140,0O, for the establishment of
amenities for coalminers. A suggestion has
been made that the Comnmonwvealth should
control our coal. At the last Premiers' Con-
ference the question was discussed but the
Premier of Queensland refused to allow the
Commonwealth to have anything to do with
the control of coal in that State. The Vic-
torian Government also refused to have
Federal control sad since then certain
negotiations have been proceeding. The
Collie coalminers belong to a Federal organ-
isation and some of them desire the Com-
monwealth to participate with the State
Government in a joint board of control.

The Commonwealth is prepered to take
over the control of our coal on the basis
that the Comrionwealth board will exercise
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that authority with one man located here,
who would be its representative. The State
Government has said that it will not allow
anyone outside Western Australia to con-
trol tte coaf here. We have an asset worth
at least £500,000,000 and we propose to
exercise control over the coal for the bene-
fit of industries within the State. It is
within the bounds; of possibility that the
local coal can be used for all purposes and
we hope we shall be able to avoid the im-
portation of any coal at all into this 'State.

Our fuiel technologist tells us that with
the ufe of.eertain machinery and in cer-
tain ways, we could produce gas from Collie
coal. One difficulty so far has been with'
regard to its lack of cooking propensities;.
So far there appears to be little or no
ebanes of making- coke from Collie coal; but
apart from that, we anticipate it will serve
all our purposes. We realise that far miore
coal will be required. Various reports have
been -nde on the field at Collie and we
are making arrangements for diamond
drilling, to be proceeded with so as to ascer-
tain the limits of the coal deposit and to teat
the ecal at a lower depth. A little while
ago the miners were requested to work over-
time lo produce a reserve of coal so that
there would be no hold-up of industry dur-
ing the period they were on their annual
holidays.

I am pleased to say that the production
of codt last week constituted a record for
the State. Certain amenities were provided
by the Government to encourage the men to
work and the miners have responded excel-
lently. Recently a delegation from the
union waited on the Premier and myself
asking what would be done to make up for
the money that -was being spent in Newv
South Wales on amenities to the extent of
£140,000. After discussion we suggested
that perhaps an impost of Id. per ton on
all coa~l produced would be reasonable, but
later .n another place an amendment was
submitted to make the levy 11/d. per ton.
That charge will produce about £6,000 per
annum and that money is to be spent on
amenities in addition to what are already
provided under the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, which requires the proprietors to put
in bathrooms and similar conveniences.

The money proposed to be raised will
make available additional amenities in
various directions. For the benefit of the

production of coal in this State and directly
for flue benefit of miners associated with
that work, the fuind will be handled by a
committee that will have little or nothing
to do with the Government and will have
Cull responsibility of handling the money
itself' Mr, Foote arrived in Western Aus-
tralia, the other day and has had a casual
look round. He is an extremely know-
ledgeable man in connection with coalmin-
ing, and he explained that it was necessary
for uLs to provide Many other matters.
For instance, hie suggested it would be
necessary to establish a technical school for
miners in order that the Collie youths could
be encouraged to carry on in the industry
and -o take the senior positions.

Members will notice that Clause 17 pro-
vides that the boar4 will be empowered to
establish and maintain scholarships or
bursaries or make grants in aid of physical,
technical, cultural or general education.
Clau1;e 16 provides that the proposed board
may expend money for coalminers for their
physical, cultural and social well-being,
their education, recreation and conditions of
li ring. In view of the existing conditions
iinder which miners work throughout the
Empire, members will realise that we can-
not afford to lag behind in the provision of
amenities for them. In England, eanteens,
swim flung pools and other amenities are
providled by the Government for the
miners. I

The coal mines in England are national-
ised, but wre have no wish to nationalise our
mines. We desire to control them, but do
no ,t desire to make the industry a Govern-
ment concern. I think members will be in
agreement with me there. We also wish to
avoidl industrial troubles, as we will not
consent to the Cominmon wealth's taking con-
trol of our mines. I cannot blame the men
for agitating for Commonwealth control if
they could get an equivalent amount of
£140,000 for amenities, unless we ourselves
do something for them. The provision of
these amenities wvill mean an additional
1 hd. per ton on the cost of coal. That
cost will almost wholly be homne by the
Government, which purchases 85 per cent.
of the coal won.

It has been suggested that this Bill is a
sop to the miners. It is nothing, of the
sort. We are merely providing for the
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-coalminers what coalminers in other parts in the Bill, and I have no hesitation in
of the world are already getting. We were
recently taken to a factory by a member
of this Chamber and members wvill recall
the amenities provided there. It is the in-
tention under the Bill to allow the miners
themselves, through the proposed board, to
provide the amenities.

Hun. L, Craig: Is there no Government
representative on the board?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The
Government will appoint one representa-
tive. In order to avoid the expense of
elections, it has been arranged that the
president of the combined miners' unions
shall be the chairman, and that the presi-
dent of the Collie Coalininers' Union wvill
be one of the members. The Government
will appoint the third member. The Mlin-
ister will select a man suitable for the
position.

lion. H. Turkey: That is not mentioned
in the Bill.

The MINISTER FOR MIXES: Yes, it
is.

Hon. C. G. Latham: Three members are
referred to, but no provision - is made
regarding the third.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: The Bill
provides that the board shall consist of
three members appointed annually by the
Government. Two members of the board
shall be elected by the miners themselves, as
they will he better able to know what the
miners desire in the way of amenities.
Obviously, there will not be a cash dividend.
Canteens will be provided, if the men "so
desire. Members may have noticed re-
cently that in the mines in New South
Wales hot meals are sent below to the men.
Our men here would io doubt do what is
done elsewhere; they would order their din-
ner at the canteen at the pithead and il
would be taken dlown to them. Hot tea andl
drinks are also provided in some mines for
the men while working underground. I
feel sure that members will find the Bill
acceptable. The anion is quite happy about
it and since the men have known that it
would be introduced, matters are proceed-
ing extremely well at Collie. The men are
'working hard and I consider it only right
that we should pass the Bill. Quite ob-
viously, the Government promised to bring

commending it to members. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

HON. W. J. IWARN (South-West)
[10.7]: I support the Bill. The House has
heard from the Minister only part of the
objects of the fund that will be created
under the measure. The Minister hardly
covered all the ground. As I understand
the position, it is not suggested that all the
money collected shall be used merely for
the provision of amenities for the men en-
gaged in the industry. There is a much
more laudable intention behind the Bill than
has yet been explained. I am assured on
the best authority that if the Bill passes, it
is the proposal of the miners themselves to
endeavour to establish a school of mines at
Collie in which young coalmiaers can be
tutored in the latest methods of coalmining.
Throughbout the world today, coalmining is
undergoing an extensive change.

The old method of winning coal is giving
place to nmehanisation. Miners have realised
that, with the changing order of things, it
is essential that the coming generation
of conlminers should hay0 an opportunity
to be schooled in modern methods. That
is a very, commendable idea. There is
certainly some question of personal ameni-
ties for the men; but one of the main prin-
ciples of the fund is to help train the men
who will enter the industry in the future.
Up to date it seems to me that the mining
authorities of the State 'have hardly recog-
nised the difference between goldmaining and
coalmining.

I have mentioned before that I think the
time has arrived when we should have a
State coalmining engineer, a man thoroughly
conversant with and a specialist in coal pro-
duction. I am not casting any reflections
-far be ii, from me to do so-on the exist-
ing staff of the Mines Department. I have
the greatest respect for those officers and
their ability, but nevertheless I think there
is room for such a specialist as I have men-
tioned. I have heard inspectors complain
on many occasions that there is not some
over-riding coal authority to whom they may
appeal. They say, rightly or wrongly, that
they have been forgotten in the past, and
naturally there has been some resentment.
This Bill is designed to further the industry
and raise the status of coalminers, as well
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as to give the younger men jn the industry
the opportunity to equip themselves for
responsible executive positions. That can
only hie done by specialised training. To
me, that is one of the brightest elements
of the Bill.

RON. AIR HAL COLEBATOK (Metro-
politan [10.12]: 1 gather from the Minis-
ter's remarks that this 1 /d. would be met
by an increase in the price of coal and would
fall c.2iefly on the 'Government. I would
suggest to the Minister, if that is the inten-
tion, that there ought to be some expression
of it "*n the Bill.

The Minister for Mines: What is the need
for itI

Hon. -Sir HAL COLEBATCH: Itappears
to cast the responsibility entirely on the
owneri. I suggest to the Minister that the
point might be met by adding a further
subelause to Clause 6 providing that it shall
be included in the cost of the coal and there-
fore Le subject to the increase in price. As
the clauise stands, there is really nothing to
indicate that that is so. It may he auto-
matic; it may be that, as the price of coal is
fixed, this lV/zd. would automatically be in-
eluded irn the cost of production, bat I think
it ought to be made clear.

HON. G. BENNETTS (South) [10 '13]:
f am pleased. that this Bill has been intro-
duced, as it will bring Collie into line with
Broken Hill, where the miners are pro-
vided with amenities. For instance, hot
water is provided at all the levels; schools
with air conditioned rooms are provided;
the sons of the employees aire taught music
so thttA they may take part in a baud; and
there is a huge canteen where a three-
course meal can be obtained, I think, for
Isq. 3d. There is even an orchard and a
vegetable garden, from which supplies are
available to the workers. That is a step
in the right direction. It will encourage
men in the mines wtho. risk their health and
their lives as a result of fire and explosion.
It will induce men to be contented, and if
they are contented they will produce the
articlo required in a much better way. I
am awaiting the day when I will see these
amenities granted to the Collie miners ex-
tended to the miners on the goldfields. I
hare worked underground there and I do
not think that the amenities arc much

better 'today than they were 30 years ago.
The 'men are working under rotten condi-
tions. I am very pleased to welcome any
Bill that will further the interests of the
mining industry and this measure should be
passed with~ut any trouble.

TEE AUNISTER roR flIEs (Hon. H.
S. WV. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban-in
reply) [10.16]: In reply to Sir Hal Cole-
batch, who asked why there was not a
clause to say that this cost should. be added
to the price of coal, 1D am afraid that this
measure is only intended to cove amenities
and has nothing to do with the price of
coal. I think it would b e out of order to
include such a reference in the Bill. It
would not come within the title because the
Bill has nothing to do with the price of
coal. Actually the agreement expires on the
31st of this month and a new agreement
must lik entered into. It is when negotia-
tions are proceeding in connection with
that new agreement that consideration
should be given to the matter mentioned hy
Sir Hlal.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Commttfee.

Hon. J. A. Binunitt in the Chair; the
Minister for Mines in charge of the Bill.

Clauses .1 to 5-greed to.

Clause 6-Establishment of the coal
Miners' W1elfare Fund by contributions by
mine owners:

Ron. SIR HAL OLEBATCH: I am
quite prepared to accept the Minister's as-
surance that under another Act it will
automatically happen that this will he in-
cluded in the cost of production.

The 'MINISTER FOR MINES: I am
afraid I cannot say that. I do not know
to what Act the hon. member is referringi
I am not aware of any Act under which it
could come. But surely it is only a ques-
tion of accountancy; surely this is an addi-
tion to the cost. In the agreement which
is to be made for the sale of coal to the!
railways arid the electricity commission, it
is a matter of negotiation and of taking
into cnsideration the fact that this is a
further burden that owners -will have to
bear. I do not think there is any argu-
ment. that it must bie part of the cost.
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Hon. SIR HAL COLEBATCH: it domestic and industrial. It plays a very im-
amounts to this: That
on a cost plus basis.

the industry is run

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I under-
stand that that is the very worst form in
which we can pay for our coal; hut un-
fortunately that is the basis on ty-hich
they have wvorked up to the present.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 7 and 8-agreed to.

Clause 9-Membership of the board:

Hon. A. L. LOTOX: This clause provides
that the board shall consist of three memn-
bers, one of whom will represent the coal
miners and another, the owners. Who will
the other member be? From where will he
be chosen?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: All I can
say is that he will he chosen from the
human race.

Hon. A. L. LOTON: That is rather a
wide field. We limit the choice of two mem-
hers, but the Minister says that the third
one can be chosen anywhere front the
humuan race.

The Minister for Mines: It can be anyone
at all.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 10 to 27, Title-agreed to.

Report, etc.

reported without amendment and the
adopted.

rend a third time and passed.

BILL-GAS (STANDARDS).

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan - Suburban).
[10.27] in moving the second reading said:
This is at Bill to establish gas standards for
Western Australia. In 1886, when Acts
were passed giving the Fremantle and the
Perth gas companies certain rights in re-
gard to the supply of gas, that commodity
was used only for illumination and the
standard was merely for the purposes of il-
lumination. Since that time electricity has
become the principal form of illumination
and gas is used only for heating purposes-

portant part in that connection, especiall
in the industrial world. At present thre is
no standard. Gas companies can give a
fluctuating calorific value and charge by the
cubic foot without any regard to the calorific
value.

Hon. G. Fraser: They will not shortly.

The MINISTER FOR MINES: No.
There is another Hill that has dealt with
gas undertakings in that respect. But now,
with gas being used for industrial purposes,
it is essential to kbep the gas at a regular
calorific value and it is very important also
that the gas should be pure and free from
certain other gases. If the gas is not pure
.it causes gas stoves to "stick up" and results
in many other minor troubles, The Bill pro-
vides that when a. standard is determined
the company must decide exactly what its
standard is, but the Minister may from time
to time alter that standard for a good
reason. But it is essential that the standard
be maintained because on the calorific value
of the gas depends the aperture required in
the stoves and heating appliances to give
the correct calorific value.

A low calorific value requires more gas
to produce a given quantity of heat, but at
the same time there is an economic basis for
the production of gas of a lowver calorific
value, which is very often cheaper than gas
of a higher standard. Even when the gas
of lower ealorific value is used there can be
produced the same amount of heat as with
that of a higher calorifle value. As I men-
tioned when speaking to a previous Bill, it
is hoped that Collie coal will eventually
supply all the gas required in Western
Australia.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: That is a vain hope,
for many years to come.

The MINISTER FOR MINES; We now
have in this State, employed by the Gov-
ernment, a fuel technologist who has had
vast experience in England. He was there
during the blitz, and he has explained how
it was there necessary to alter the caloirifie
value from time to time. In Birminghiam and
Coventry-especially Birmingham, where
there is the largest consumer of industrial
gas in the British Empire-gas of a calorific
value of 450 B.T.U. is Supplied. In the
Eastern States the recognised calorific value

Bill
report

Bill
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is from 500 to 550 B: T.U., and they use all
good Newcastle coal.

Hotr. L. B. Bolton: So do we.

Hon. L. Craig: No, we do not.

The MINISTER FbR M1INES: In Read-
ing, wjhich supplies Huntley and Painters
.biscuil; factory, the gas supplied is of a
calorific value of 460 B.TAJ.. London has a
gas supply of 500 B.T.U., which was re-
cently increased to 520 E.T.U. because they
wished to supply a large coke market. The
high calorific value increased the amount of
coke as against the production of a low
caloriic value gas, which does not produce
so mt~ch coke. The general reason for the
range of 450-475 B.T.U. was that that is
the most economic value for the manufac-
ture of gas from a- given quantity of coal.
It ha!; been proved to be so by the Fuel Re-
search Board in England.

It is considered that the 475 R.T.IJ.
stand in? should not be increased except for-
adequate technical reasons. However, if it
were increased to 500 B.TX. the price of
gas would have to he raised and more coal
would[ have to be imported from the Eastern
Statei. It would cost more for gas oil, and
housfwives would be upset, ,while certain
aIppliaact-s would smoke to somne extent and
becomie uneconomic. %it-. Doanelly said that
450 ]3.T.t'. would be better than 475. He
considers that calorific values should be de-
dided technically rather than legally, and
that the matter should be left to the Electri-
city Commission, ratber than that it should
be defined in an Act of Parliament. In Eng-
land, no calorific value is set by legislation.
The gas laws there p)rovide that the under-
takes must set out the calorific value of the
gas proposed to be supplied, and must stick
to tIMa. He is liable to u penalty if the
gas varies more than five per cent, above
or below that value.

It will be understoodf that, -especially in
the '.ase of a biscuit factory, any increase
or decrease in the heating value of gas would
cause serious losses. We provide for a
variation of from two to five per cent, in
the calorific value. The Bill originally laid
down a standard of from 459 to 550 B.T.U.,
but ;hat was alterei1 in another place to a
range of from 500 to 550 B.T.U. Perhabs
that will he altered here by some other
amendment. The matter has been fully
discussed by the consumers, the gas corn-

panics, the fuel technologist and represent-
ativei of the Electricity Commission. Mr.
Edmondson, of the City of Perth Gas De-
partmnent, was concerned at the suggestion
that the value be raised from the existing
478 B.T.IJ. range at Perth. Fremantle pro-
poses to instal a new plant. The Bill is
simple aind sets out the necessary details.
I think members wvill find it to be fair,
reasonable and just. I propose to move
an anmendmrent at page 9 of the Bill, where
an error has crept in relating to apparatus
for testing gas. The provision there reads-

A gas undertaker shall not make any charge
whether directly or indirectly, and by what-
ever ,nme such charge is designated, for the
hjire of any pressure gauge.

This has nothing to do with the hire of
pressure gauges. That subelnuse should
not be part and panrcel of the Bill. It be-
longs prop~erly to the Gas Undertakings Bill,
and not to this.

Bon. L . B. Bolton: At present the Bill
provides for 500 B.TIJ.. Does the Minister
propose to move an amendment?

The MINISTER FOR MINES: I under-
stand an amendment will be made. I mov-

That the Bill be newv read a second time.

BOX. L. B. BOLTON (Metropolitan)
[10.36]: When this Bill was first introduced
in another place the view of the industrial
world "-as that a ealorific vanlue of 450
B.T.tT. wits too low for industrial purposes.
Industrialists were anxious that the value
should be increased to the level obtaining
in the Eastern States, which ranges from
500 to 550 B.TXU. With that end in view,
the Minister in charge of the Bill in another
place was interviewed by probably the
largest individual user of gas in the Coin-
mnwealth, supported by other firms.
Little satisfaction was received from the
Minister, who said he would have inquiries
made and advise us in due course. I was
helping on behalf of the Chamber of Mann-
tactures, and, as far as I know, no satis-
faction wvas received from the 'Minister.

The matter was then taken uip in another
place by a member of the Opposition, who
was successful in having the calorific value
increased from 450 to 500 ]3.T.U. The
astounding part of it is that after a battle
the Government or the Minister in charge
of the Bill allowed that amendment to be
passed, without even calling for a division.
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The amendment was carried on the voices, to mean that some other member would
Nat~rally, the industrial world thought the
matter was ending there, bu% from inform-
ation I have received I understand that that
is not the intention of the Government and
those in authority.

I do not want to force on the House
something that is not in the best interests
of the prent~majority of gas users,' but in
justice to the case I have been fighting-
right along I thought it necessary to make
this explanation. We feel it was 'unfair
that the Government should attempt
to increase that calorific value, seeing
that the Minister in charge-who should
know as much or more about it than the
next man-made no attempt to call for a.
division to defeat the amendment in the
Lower House. Since then various inter-
views have been held and I understand
some technical knowledge has been obtained.
It is not always the expert who is
right. If the main users concerned were
consulted on a measure such as this, we
would not have the dissatisfaction that
exists in many instances.

Here one of the largest biscuit manufac-
turers in Australia says the ealorific value
provided will not be suitable for his busi-
ness and that, if suitable gas cannot be
supplied, he will have to take his business
to where lie can get it. That statement
was made to me by Mr. Mills, of Mills and
Ware. I told him I bad seen and read the
suggestion of the Town Clerk ,of the City
of Perth and the report of Mr. Taylor, the
engineer of the Fremantle Gas Company. I
passed both those documents on to Mr.
Mills. The Government should be straight-
forward about the amendment, and allow
the 'Minister to move it.

The Minister for Mines: It is as a
friendly act that I am allowing another
member to move it.

lion. L. B. BOLTON: Thank you. I am
sorry the Government did not overlook the
friendly act and stand to its own guns. Let
the Government lay its cards on the table.

The Minister for Mines: I will move the
amendment.

Hon. L. B. BOLTON: Before the 'Minister
sat down, I asked whether it was intended
to move that amendment, and he said an
amendment would be moved, which I took

move it.

The Minister for Mines: He asked me to
let him move it,

Hon. L. B. BOLTON: Very well. That
member is doing what he thinks is right,
just as I am, in the best interests of the
industries of this State.

HON. J. A. DIMMITT (M1Netropolitan-
Suburban) . [10.43]: Many members in this
House have learned a great deal about pro-
duction and distribution of gas, and the
meaning of technical terms connected there-
with. I am sorry Mr. Bolton has adopted
his present attitude. Until I knew that the
amendment would be moved or accepted by
the Government, I was anxious to put be-
fore the House the views of the gas under-
takers in the metropolitan area; that is, that
the gas companies of Perth and Fremiantle
p~oint out the extreme difficulty of attempt-
ing to maintain a B.T.U. standard of 500
with the plants that they operate. Their
p~lants are to some extent outmoded and are
not in a condition to generate with cer-
tainty and continuity a g-as of 500 B.T.U.
standard.

The supply of coal, these people claim, is
not always of even grade. There are varia-
tions in the coal, all of which does not come
from the one pit. Newcastle coal is accept-
ed, which may be taken from many pits.
Some of the gas undertakings in other States
get their suplplies from a particular pit and
therefore can almost guarantee the standard
of gas because the coal is uniform for gasi-
ficotion and for its ash content, but the coal
we get in Western Australia from Newcastle
comes from different mines and is not
always of the same standard. This seems to
be one of the difficulties, according to the
story told to me and otiher members by those
persons responsible for the production of gas
in Perth and Fremantle. Both these under-
takings are anxious to have the B.T.T. maxi-
mumn reduced from 500 to 475. 1 discussed
this matter with the Minister and apparently
he was under the impression that I intended
to move in the matter. As hie is prepared to
do so, I shall leave it to him. The point to
be borne in mind is that a standard of 475
B.T.U. is thoroughly practicable whilst 500
is certainly not practicable but is almost
impossible. I support the second reading.
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HOX. G. FRASER (West) [10.47]: 1
support the second reading. The only bone
of contention seems to be the standard of
500 B.T.U., regarding which I san in a
quandary. I know that there are manufac-
turing firms such as those mentioned by Mr.
Bolton as well as others who want 500
B.T.U. Whilst I desire to do everything
in my power to assist those finns, I realise
that there is a large number of consumers,
move especially those in their homes who, if
we insist upon a standard of 500 B.T.U.,
must definitely suffer an increase in price.
Another point that worries me is the fact
that it would be very difficult, with the pre-
sent machinery and equipment at the gas
work;, to reach and maintain a standard of
600 B.-T.U.

It is a matter of considering these diverg-
ent iaterests and, even at this stage, I have
not mnade up my mind which standard I
should support. Much will depend upon
the nrguments advanced in the Committee
stagf. as to what my decision shalt be. I
realise the difficulties, particularly at Fre-
mnantle, with the old machinery in use there.
Had thie company been in its new premises,
I would have had no hesitation because I
believe that with the modern plant, there
would hove been no difficulty in maintain-
ing a standard of 500 B.T.U. I repeat that
I have to bear in mind the fact that, if the
higher standard is insisted upon, there will
be an increase in price to the smaller con-
sumders, and while'- I desire to assist the
manufacturing firms to operate efficiently, I
am left in a quandary as to what attitude
I should adopt. C

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-M~etropolitan-Suburban--in
reply) [10.49]: In the report of a confer-
enec with the Minister for Works on the
5th December, the following appears:-

Mr. Donnelly thought Perth would have diffi-
cult'; in getting uip to 500 and certainly would
not be able to maintain 500 as they had been
ablc to maintain an even 478. They would
havo to obtain better coal and use more gas
oil, which would involve a substantial rise in
cost to the people. There was, of course, a
notional question involved-whether Australia
shiould import gas oil which, be believed, was
on the dollar exchange.

it is necessary to use gas oil to maintain
the standard. This is what was said about
Adilaide:

Mr. Mills said his company's equipment had
been ruode in England for gas at not lower
than 500 B.T.U. The company had no end of
trouble with gas supplies. Mr. Taylor had
said that, when they had their second high
pressure storage, things would be better, but
there had been no imaprovelacut. He would not
believe that Western Australia received any
wo-rse coal than Melbourne or Adelaide. Ile
understood unoffleinly from a coal man in
Fremiantle that W.A. received better cool than
.Adelaide, because we received a proportion of
Maitland coal, which had been unknown in
Adelaide for somec years. The colorillc value
in Adelaide was 550.

Mr. Donnelly: "520." He added that the
coal in South Australia was so bad that they
could not get 550. Melbourne gas was so bad
that it *adl to be cot off at times. They used
a lot of gas eli in Victoria.

Mr. Donnelly has only just returned from
a special trip to Victoria to inquire into gas'
supplies. Mr. Mills stated that if his firm
could not get 500 B.T.TJ., it would have to
consider going elsewhere. Mr. Donnelly said
that; with all due respect to Mr. Mfills, he
did not think he appreciated the fact that
his difficulty had been the fluctuations. He
had to find out every morning by ringing
the gas company what the gas would be for
that day. This Bill, when enforced, will set
a standard and there will he no further
trouble. As Mir. Donnelly pointed out, if'
Mr. Mills insisted on trying to push the
calorifie value up to 500, he would be doing
his firm an injury. Its gas would cost far
more and the firm would not get any more
out of it, The report also stated-

Mr. Edmondson (City of Perth Gas Depart-
ment) was very concerned lest the value be
raised from the existing 478.

Question put and passed.

13111 read a second time.

In Committee.

Ron, J. A, Dimmilt in the Chair; the
lM'inister'ior Mines in charge of the Bill.

Clauises 1 to 8-agreed to.

Clause 9-Heating power:

The MINISTER FOR MINES- I move
an amendment- ',.

That in lines 6 and 7 of Subelause (1) the
words ''five hundred" he struck out with a
vie~w to inserting other words.

Hon. G. PRASER: I support the amend-
meat to delete the words "five hundred,"
because of Subelause (2).
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Hon. L. B. BOLTON: I oppose the

amenudmenit. The Minister, according tb
Subelause (2), has power to alter the de-
clared standard. When the Fremantle Gas
and Coke Company instals its new plant it
will be able to supply gas of 500 B.TA.

Hon. F. E. Gibson: At increased cost.

Hon. L. B. BOLTON: No-one is con-
cerned about that if the quality is available.
Air. Mills told me he would be able to do in
seven minutes, with the higher standard gas,
what it now takes him 13 minutes to do it,
the baking business. The question here is
whether the Committee is prepared to push
industry aside.

The M]NISTER FOR MINES: Either
Mr. B~oltoni or I have been misinformed.
The technologist points out that it is doubt-
fuli if we can get gas of 500 B.T.U. without
the use of a lot of gas oil which has to be
imported from Anierica. In Perth, with
an up-to-date plant, we can get only 478
B.TNT. Presumably the same type of coal
is used. The technologist also advises that
the matter Of seven minutes as against 13
minutes will not be affected because it is
only a questioa of increasing the size of the
burner, that is, the jet. He said that during
the blitz ia London many big places had to
alter their lets, and they did so without
difficulty. The technologist said that. 478
B.T.TJ. is the calorific value which should
he maintained. If we insist on 500, the
costs wilt increase considerably.

Hon. L. CRAIG: I support the amend-
ment. The quantity of coal which would
produce 3,000 cub. feet at 4V5 B.TAJ. today
would cost 23s. 9d. The same quantity of
coal would produce 2,850 cub. feet of gas
at 500 B.T.U. at a cost of 26s. 1d. That
means an increased cost of 2s. 4d. With
gas at 500 B.T.IL, a housewife, if she left
the gas running under a boiling kettle,
would be wvasting gas costing more than
previously.

Hon. G. Fraser: She would soon wake
up to thhat.

Hon. L. CRAIG: Industry can and does
use a lowver quality gas.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: Not to the same
advantage.

Hon. L. CRAIG: Yes it does, with larger
jets. They are working on 450 B.T.U. at

Redding, England. This is not fixing the
maximum, but the minimum.

Amendment (to strike out words) put and
passed.

Hon. L. CRAIG: I move--
That the words ''four hundred aiid seventy.

five"' be inserted in lieu of the words struoik
out.

Hon. G. FRASER: I hope the Minister
will not agree to this. The difference be-
tween 478 and 475 does not seem very much,
but if we insert 478, the gas can come down
to 475.

Amendment (to insert words) put and
passed; the clause, as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 10 to 17-agreed to.

Schedule:
The MINISTER FOR MINES: I move-
That in paragraph (3) the words ''A gas

undertaker shall not make nay charge, whether
directly or indirectly, amid by whatever such
charge is designated, for the hire of any pres-
sure gauge'' be struck out.
This has nothing to do with thie Bill and has
been included in error.

Amendment put and passed; the Schedule,
as amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to.

Bill reported with amendments and the
report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and returned to the
-Aasenibly with amendments.

BILL-BREAD ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE HONORARY MINISTER (Hon. 0.
B. Wood-East) [11.18] in moving the
second reading said: The Bill seeks to
amend the- Bread Act. The bread industry
in this State is regulated by three awards
issued by the Court of Industrial Arbitra-
tion, and the Bread Act 1903-38. The induis-
trial awards cover respectively the area
within a radius of 25 miles of the G.P.O.,
Perth, the area within a radius of eight
miles of the post office at Kalgoorlie, and,
finally, the rest of the State.

The last amendment to the Bread Act was
passed in 1938, and since that time, when
the provisions of the statute regarding the
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hours of baking and holidays were Wore or
less eol!sistent with the awards of the court,
there have been variations of the awards
having reference in particular to the corn-
rnemg time of baiking in the metropolitan
area and Kalgoorlie, which was 6 a.m., and
the pr3nouneement of the Arbitration Court
concerning standard holidays. This has led
to a position where non-employers of labour
can c.mnenee operations at an earlier hour
in respecct of baking and operate if the court
grants a greater number of public holidays
than the Act prescribes. The amendments in
the Bill, therefore, seek to bring about uni-
formi:y throughout the baking trade, wvhilst
adopting the principle that any variation of
industrial conditions decided upon by the
court shall be automatically the conditions
that are required to be observed under the
statute.

An3ther amendment substitutes a number
of nrmned holidays by making reference to
any ielevant industrial award or agreement
relating to the bread industry. It is cer-
tainly desirable to keep the holidays in the
industry prescribed in the Act uniform with
the holidays provided in the award. The
effect of this too will be clearly to define
what is meant by "bakers' holiday." Then
agaii, the Bill seeks to delete Subsection (4)
of S,,ction 12 which specifies the hours per
day in which bread shall be made or baked
for s;ale in the metropolitan area only,' and
a new clause is designed to make the hours
of baking the same as those which may from
tinme to'tine be determined by the Arbitra-
tion Court. Such hours by being autoniati-
eally those of the statute will then govern
the non-employer as well as the employer
of labour throughout the industry. That
serv~s to point to the whole aim of the Bill
whih is to make the non-emiployer of labour
conform to the conditions that the employer
of labour has to comply with. I do not
think any member would object to that.

Bun. A. L. Loton: Will you apply that
princeiple to every industry?

The HONORARY MINISTER: Other
industries are covered by Arbitration Court
nwr-rds, but the bread industry has been
largey controlled by the Brea d Act.' In-
dustrial awards, do not provide any special
time for the baking or sale of Vienna bread,
but Subsection (5) of Section 12 prescribes
the hours of baking for this class of bread.
It as proposed to allow those hours to stand
-until such time as the Arbitration Court de-

ci'des whether Vienna bread should, or
should not, be baked at times different from
that of ordinary bread. The amendment
which is now suggested seeks to provide for
the time when the court delivers an award
relating to the hours and conditions for the
baking of Vienna bread.

Then again, the Bill will add a provision
to the parent Act to prevent the sale or de-
livery of bread before three h~3urs after the
time fixed in the award for the commence-
ment of baking operations. Under the pre-
sent system. employers are inclined to rush
the first batch Of bread in order to get the
cartE away before the bread is really ready
for delivery. The effect is that the bread gets
squshed in the cart. I have taken half a
dozen loaves to the farm and before I could
get them there they were squashed into a
lump.

Hon. C. 0G. Latham: This will not affect
you at York.

The HONORARY MINISTER: No, but
I am trying to demonstrate the undesirability
of the practice and merely quoted my per-
sonal experience. If a limit of three hours
were fixed 'for the first hatch, it would give
time for the bakers to make a more whole-
some loaf, which could be properly cooled
before being stacked in the carts. This will
also tend to bring about uniformity of con-
ditions in general fairness to the whole trade
whether the man concerned be an employer
or non-employer of labour. Section 15
niow specifies leave privileges on a basis
which is totally different from that by which
they are grunted by the Arbitration Court.
Th's means that a worker who is dismissed
for misconduct is entitled to a proportion of
one week's holiday pay under the Act, yet
the award provides that he is not entitled to
any holiday pay because of his misconduct,
Then again the amount fixed in the award
refers to two weeks, whereas in the Act the
reference is to one week and the "propor-
tion" provision in the award is on a basis
different from. that appearing in the Act.

It will be realised what a hopeless mix-up
arises in attempting to calculate proportion-
ate holiday pay. As the award adequately
pro tects the worker, the provision in' the Act
should be deleted, particularly as it inter-
feres with the jurisdiction of the court. I
think members will understand that position
quite clearly. Then again the Bill seeks to
delete Section 16 which is regarded as un-
necessary. Under the 'Arbitration CourL
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award if Christmas Day, Boxing flay or
New Year's Day should fall on a Sunday, the
holiday is observed on the following Monday
or Tuesday, as the ease may be, and the pro-
vision in this section that a day shall be
added to the annual leave merely serves to
duplicate the holiday. The section compli-
cates the work of the court and should be
removed. When in Committee I intend to
move a small amendment, but I shall not
deal with it now.

A certain amount of criticism has been
levelled against the Bill in the newspapers.
I do not know if members read the sub-leader
that appeared in "The West Australian." I
say definitely that the person who wrote that
sub-leading article bad not rend the Bill,
and he could not have known what it aimed
at. It was stated in the newspaper that we
were tying to drive people out of the in-
dustry. That is jiot the position at all. No.
one wants to drive the non-employers of
labour out of industry, and dozens of them
van stay in it. This is no close preserve for
any particular section, nor is any attempt
being made to create it as such-provided
the non-employers of labour conform to the
conditions that employers of labour have to
comply with. Let members consider thc
position that will arise later on when the
40-hour week is instituted. 'Why should an
eniployer of labour have to conform to the
requirements of the 40-hour week with re-
gard to his employees while others can work
for six days of the week and 12 or 15 hours
every day?

lon. H. L. Roehe:- If they are working
for themselves, why deny them the right?

The HONORARY MINISTER: Would
the hon. member say that if he had an hotel
he could keep it open any old hour for every
day of the week-?

lion. H. L. Roche- That is different.

The HONORARY MINISTER. No, it is
not. The same applies to shopkeepers. They
have to conform to certain regulations and
hours.

lon. W. J. Mann: Will you apply this
to the farmers?

The HONORARY 'MINISTER: We arc
not dealing wvith the farming industry at the
moment.

Hon. W. J. Mann: The same principle is
involved.

The HONORARY MINISTER: If the
present position is allowed to continue, we
shall drive out the legitimate baker who
employs labour.

Hon. WV. J. Mann: They will wvork 14
hours if they want to.

The HONORARY MINISTER: Let
members consider the position when three or
four men join together in a snide partner-
ship.

Hon. A. L. Loton: You have chang-ed
your opinions about this.

The HONORARY 'MINISTER: I do not
believe in that sort of thing. A principle is
involved in the Bill and we should supp~ort
it. We should not allow anybody to flout
our Arbitration Court awards. That is quite
unfair. Many employers have to observe
such awvards. For instance, a hairdresser
cannot keep his shop open all hours of the
day. That is a principle which all mnust con-
form to.

Hon. W. J. M1ann: To be consistent, such
conditions miust he observed by all in dus-
tries. You should not be able to shear shieep
after 48 hours in any one week.

The HONORARY MINISTER: In that
case there is 110 competition. A farmier is
not cornpeti ng with anybody.

Hon. A. L. Loton: I beg your pardoni!

The HONORARY INNISTER: Ile is,
not. If he so wishes, he can take his crop
off on a Sunday and so expedite his harvest-
ing. He may be doing it quicker than his
neighbour, but he is not hurting his neigh-
bour in doing so. Some mention has been
made ini the Press with respect to zoning,
but this Bill has nothing at all to dio with
zoning. Later on, if it is desirable to intro-
(luce legislation to abolish zoning, that can
he done. Some of my friends seem to like
drawing a red herring& across the trail, as
the Pres has been doing in regard to zoniing,
but I have my answer to that. I move-

That the Bill he now read a second tinie.

14ON. L. B. BOLTON (Metropolitan)
[11.33]: I do not intend to speak at great
lengtj on the measure, but definitely I sup-
port it. It brings into line people who at
present are .working- outside Arbitration
Court awards. I can see nothing but good
resulting from this amending legislation. I
am a little disappointed that the question of
zoning is not tackled in the Bill. Some
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effort should have been made to do so, as the manuifacturing businesses." My idea is to
people are complaining bitterly about the
zoning of bread and the Government could
have wrade some provision in that connec-
tio 'n in this amending Bill to meet the wishes
of the majority of the people. Much has
been sa id about interference with trade. I
have never had any objection to the small
busine~smn, provided he abides by the laws
of the land and obeys the awards of the
Arbitrakion Court in the same way as other
employers do. He should not be given the
advantages which he has in this industry,
however, and for that reason, without labour-
ing the matter, I support the second reading.

HON. C. G. LATHAM (East) [11.'35]:
The reason I oppose the Bill is because I
know of no industry that is asking for such
a closo preserve as the master bakers. They
have taken away from the people thie right
to have a loaf of bread weighed to the satis-
faction of the customer. Since then they
have :'rom time to time made a closer pre-
serve of their industry. The most impudent
thing they did wvas during the wvar period,
when they decided to allot to each master
baker a certain territory. Had this Bill pro-
vided for somne rectification of that, I might
have g-iven it more favourable consideration
than I am prepared to extend to it tonight.
The master bakers, until controlled by other
mean,;, even went so far as to invoke the aid
of the millers to prevent men who desired
to start in the industry from obtaining flour.

Su,!h an attempt was made in South Perth
and I consider it an infringement of the
rights of the people. I myself was coin-
pellcel to deal with a baker who bakes in-
diffeient bread. For a long time now wve
have obtained our bread Irom Boans, be-
caust we could not eat the bread supplied
by this baker. Yet the bakers have the right
to siy that people must either take their
bread or go for it elsewhere. That is a
restriction imposed by master bakers whieh
ought not to be allowed. We should not pass
legis ation taking away from the public the
right to determine from whom they shall
obta n bread. That is a wrong principle.
This House is conservative enough, however,
to protect any person in a big way of husi-
n~ess We~4 have here an unholy alliance be-
tween Labour on the one hand and the me n
controlling the industry on the other. I
have seen Bills similar to this before, Bills
that dealt with what is termed "backyard

give every Australian the right to establish
himself in business.

The Honorary Minister: This Bill does
not take away that right.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: It does.
The Honorary Minister: I say it does not.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: It does. The big
man has the machinery and the small man
is compelled to start in business by making
dough by hand. I know something about
the inside of a bakery.

Hon. E. H1. Gray: The old-fashioned way.

Hon. C. 0. LATHAM. Yes, better bread
is made in the old-fashioned bakery than is
at present being made by machinery. Now
we are told that we are not to have the
right to buy bread until it has been out of
the oven for three hours, otherwise we incur
a penalty.

Hon. E. H. Gray: You will get good
bread.

Hon. C. G. LATHAMV: I notice young
people throwing away half their bread be-
cause it is not fresh and they are doing so at
a time when wre ought to be preserving every
Pound of flour possible for markets over-
sea. The master bakers ought to get a set-
back. Let us at least deal with the baker we
prefer. Wheni that is done, the Government
will get some support from me.

Hion. G. Fraser: It is Your Government
that is doing it.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: It is not my Gov-
eminent.

The Honorary Minister: Don't make any
mistake about that!

Eont. C, 0. LATHAM: During the war
there was necessity for zoning. I

The Honorary -Minister: There is nothing
about zoning in the Bill.

R[on. C. G. LATHAM1: I know there is
not. I do not want six Presidents guiding
me. I am looking to you, Mr. Acting Presi-
dent, to guide me, not the Minister in charge
of tdie Bill. I mwa giving reasons for not
suplporting the Bill.

lion. L,. B. Bolton: You do not want any
guidance.

Hon. C. 0. LATHAM: None whatever. I
object to this class of Bill being introduced
at the last minute.
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The Honorary Minister: I thought you
had forgotten that reason. You have just
thought it up.

Hon., C. G. LATHAM: No.

The Honorary Minister: I have been wait-
ing for that reason.

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I have been very
lenient tonight.

Hon. J. G, Hislop: How long are you go-
ing on'?

Hon. C. 0. LATIA"M: One has to hunt
through the Bill to find out what the amend-
ments mean. We should not by Act of Par-
liament attempt to prescribe holidays. That
is a wrong principle when we have an Arbi-
tration Court to decide such matters. The
Minister is to be commended for agreeing to
the suggestion put up by the master bakers
in this connection. Then there is the question
of starting to bake before the prescribed
hour. Should a man wish to start for him-
self, he might he given a little latitude. This
country "'as not built up by master bakers
or by other master tradesmen. It was built
up by the hard toil of men with initiative.
By this class of legislation we are doing all
we can to place difficulties in the' way'N of
men withi initiative and that is a bad thing
for Australia.

HON. 0. r. ]BAXTER (East) [11.4]:
This Bill appears to ha a hardy annual.
Sc arcely a session passes without a bread
Bill being introduced during thd last two or
three nights. Strange as it may seem, on
this occasion I find ndyself in accord with
the measure, I think for the first time, for
the simple reason that we aire altering
control by statute to control by the Arbitra-
tion Court. Last session I had one of the
greatest surprises of my life in this House
when it was sought to create a precedent by
introducing a Bill providing for hours of
employment, a basic wage and conditions in
an industry, thus usurping the functions of
the Arbitration Court.

lIon. G. Fraser: But they were the only
people who did not come under an Arbitra-
tion Court award.

Hon. 'C. F_ BAXTER: I pointed out that
all those people could have come under ani
award by joining various unions. Parlia-
ment has now departed from -that procedure
and is trying to retrieve the position, I am
pleased to say. A great deal has been said

tonight about people having the free right
to work as they please, but where will that
lead us? Certain conditions are laid down
which most be observed by people who emi-
ploy labour. Another section, not employing
labour or entering into somne arrangement to
cover up their way of working, desire to
work outside the conditions of an award
altogether. How can business be carried on
if that is so? The p~osition is impossible. I
am astonished ait members advocating such
a thing.

Are we to have the Industrial Arbitration
Act and the Industrial Arbitration Court, or
are we to work -under the haphazard
arrang-ement that existed before the Arbitra-
tion Court was established? That is the ques-
tion we have to ask ourselves. The nex't ques-
tion is, are we to establish a set of condi-
tions unde; which a section of the people
engaged in an industry are to wvork what
hour2s they like and pay what wvage,; they
like'? That is not to he tolerated. I hope
members will realise what this Bill really
means. It is to provide that these questions
shall'be resolved by the Arbitration Court
which is in a position to prescribe hours and
working- conditions in industry. I hatve been
entgaged in husinesg, for very many years,
but I woulid not attempt to unidertake soirb
work, as I well know I could not do it to the
satisfaction of the industry concerned or the
State generally. I hope thre House will sup-
port the Bill, because it will put right what
has been wrong for a considerable period.

HON. E. H. GRAY (West) [11.45] : 1
support the Bill arid wouild carry older
memnhers hack to 10a7 when the' indnslrv
was practically faced with ruin caused by
the influx of foreig-n employers who dis-
carded veything with regard to hours anid
conditions and were making- great inroads
into the industry. In that year we intro-
duced and passed in this House a measure
relating to the doLugh weight system. Al-
though Mr. Latham does not like that I will
chaullenge him to name any authority in the
British Empire or America who will con-
demn it.

Hon. 0. 0. Latham: Of course, the bakers
will not condemn it.

Hon. E. H. GRAY: I am not talking
about linkers but outside authorities. It is
the fairest system not merely to the master
bakers but to the public and I defy the
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hon. m2lnber to name any authority wbo
eondemais it. We must do now the Name as
we did in 1937: face the facts. Unfor-
tunately there are thousands of people in
Great Britain waiting for ships to bring
them to Australia, They cannot get here;
hut there are plenty of people coming from
Europe---hnfortunate displaced persons-
for whom ships are being provided and they
have no idea of our conditions.

If WO allow the present legislation to re-
main, the bread industry will be in great
danger of being assailed by aliens and
foreigners who will make serious inroads
into it. That is not fair to Australians; it
is not fair to the mastor bakers and to the
operative bakers. This Bill deals with that
problen-. The 40-hoar wveek hasi been agreed
to and will come into operation, therefore
it is necessary to mnake proper preparations
for the- institution of the 40-houir week in
the brvad industry. The Bill makes pro-
vision for that. I was surprised to hear
Mr. Lr tham oppose it, hecause there is no-
thing contentious in it. If it had been the
Bill ol last year I could havc understood
his opposzing- it. I am disappointed that we
have rot a more comprehensive measure.

The Honorary Minister: There is no
hope of that.

lIon. E. H. ClRAY: With the return of
Dr. Etislop froni America, f sin hoping hie
will hi able to provide uis with a lot of
information-econcerning the bread industry
in the United States, and partieulwrlv about
the quality of bread, and convert members
to a r(-alisation of the necessity of improve-
ing the inrlustrvy in Western Australia and
of taking the proper steps to put it on as
high a level as that which obtains in the
United States.-

lHnt.. AV. J. M1ann: Do you not think it
is on a -high level now? LI

Hot.. E. 11, GRAY: in America, through
organigation and hard xyork, they have 'been
able to provide white br~ead for the Ameri-
can puople, which is a complete,food there.
We do not do that in this State. People
could not live on *the white bread
which is produced here because it has
not the necessary vitamin content. This
Bill ..ontains three ameudments of im.-
portanee. The first 'deals with holidays,
leaving~ the matter to the Arbitration
Court to determine. The argument in pro-

gress. between the master bakers and the
operative bakers is as to whether there
should be a six-day or a 'five-day week. If
there is a five-day week, that will probably
necessitate working on holidays prescribed
in the Act. Therefore it is necessary we-
should remove the authority from the Act
and give it to the Arbitration Court. I do
not think any member will disagree with
that. It is absolutely necessary and I think
that Mr. Lathdmi will support that clause-

The next amendment deals with the bak-
ing of bread and Vienna bread. This matter
is taken out of the parent Act and left to
the Arbitration Court.

Hfon. W. J. Mann: Why take Vienna
bread outl

Hon. E. H. GRAY: So that everybody
will be on the same footing.

Hon, W. J. Mann: Make a close preerve-
of it?

lHon. E. H. GRAY: No. Everybody ranl
make Vienna bread. The same bakers that
make ordinary htkead cain make Vienna
hread, and it is necessary that the bona
fide Laker should be protected by an Arbi-
tration Court award and that the award
should be applied to the non-employer of
labour, who is usqually a foreigner. The
mnost important amendment is to provide
a. Stay of three hours before bread is de-
livered. That is a big improvement. Some,
bi,- manster bakes wvill lose at little through
agreeing to the amendment, but it will have
a heneficial effect on the public, hecause
bread. will have an opportunity to coo1 and
everybody will be put on the same level.

I think we aire generous in Australia and
we should hie. I have no set on the foreigswr
but f expect himn to obey the law the sanie
as thie Australians. I think the majority
are prepared to do that. The last antd-
ment is to Section 16 and relates to bread
carters' holidays, which it is desirable should
be dealt with by the Arbitration Court.
This is a very simple Bill. It does justice
to the public and to the operative bakers,
the 'bread carters and the master bakers.
The three organisations concerned are agree-
able to the legislation. With regard to bread
zoning, I know this House wvill not be
swayed by any leading article in any nexw-
paper. Whoever -wrote the article referred
to itade a mistake. Anyone with a knowv-
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ledge of the bread industry will know that selves in the industry and are working a
the master bakers are absolutely up against bit harder than those in the industry and
it for labour today. The question of zoning are prepared to do so. From that set of
-does not come into the Bill. The majority circumstances it seems to me there can
of the bakers, especially those taking a only he one set of people who gain, and
leading part in the industry, do not believe that is the general public, the people who
in zoning, but in control. There should he buy the bread.
at least three bakers delivering in one zone. We are being asked to restrict and eon-

Hon. W. J1. Mann: Are they not doing trol these bakers. If they Are not sat isfy-
that now? ing the public those who have a monopoly

Hon. E. H. GRAY: In some parts of of the bread industry, or who would have

Pert zoinghas gone altogether. it if this Bill became law, have nothing to
Perh znin fear because these interlopers, as I pre-

Hon. C. G. Lathamn: I wish it would go sume they are regarded as being, will be
everywhere. driveni out of business. I am not sure that

Hon. E. H. GRAY: The bakers cannot we need concern ourselves about the people
get the necessary labour to deliver the who have been established in the industry
bread. Big bakers are short of carters and for years. Ouir bread is not so good that
the supposed trouble about zoning is very there is not room for plenty of improve-
much exaggerated. All I am concerned ment and I think that as much competition
about is to push the industry and to ensure as can be brought into it by people who
that the public gets a better loaf than it ar oing the work themselves and are not
is getting today. I do not think zoning has breaking any of the Arbitration Court

anthngtodowith that. awards as they apply to employees or the
anyting o doworking conditions of employees, should be

HON.H. . RCHE Souh-Est)permitted instead of their being restricted.

[11,55]: I oppose the second reading. I
-am not surprised that Mr. Gray supports HON. A. L. LOTON (South-East)
it. One could almost imagine that the [11.59] : 1 am surprised at the action of
Government he supported last year was the Honorary Mlinister in introducing this
Itill in power when we have legislation of niensure.: In days gone by, before he enter-
this kind to consider. It seems to ine that ed IParliamnent, I wonder how hie would
a vital principle is involved and that is have viewed legislation of this sort; if it
the principle of freedom for the individual, had been provided that he was to be denied
I do not consider it any crime for an in- the right to work simply because his neigh-
dividedl to work for himself 10 to 20 hours bout who employed labour said he must
a day if he wvishes on his own initiative. I net. This Bill refuses to a man who is
ilaresay there are members in this Chain- prepared to wvork the right to do so. I do
ber who, in their particular vocation, not mnind anyone working as long as he
worked much more than Arbitrati~n Court likes, provided he works honestly. 'Mr.
award hours before they established them- Gray has said a lot about foreigners, but
selves in their present happy position. I would like to know his definition of a
That principle, I think, should be maintain- ''foreigner." One member of the same
ed by this House to the greatest degree Party as Mfr. GIray, in the Federal House,
possible. wvent to Palestine anti other countries ask-

If we are going to have these re- ing people to come here as immigrants.
strictions, why confine themt to the bread They might not like to Come here and he
industry? WXhy not extend them to the described by Mr, Cray as foreigners. He
carpenter-builder who works for himself'? might call an Englishman a foreigner un-
Whry should he not be restricted as to his der some circumstances. I cannot under-
'hours of starting or stopping-or the gar- stand the Honorary Minister wishing to
age proprietor, or anyone else trying to place restrictions on these men, in view of
establish himiself I It seems to me that the hours he still works apart from his
outside of the established businesses, the parliamentary duties.
more monopolistic concerns, there are
people who are trying to establish them- s Midnight.
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The Hocnorary Minister: I am not in com-
petition with anybody.

Hon. A. L. LOTON: These people are
prepared to work in competition. Why
deny them that right?

The Honorary Minister: No-one is deny-
ing them the right.

Hon.. A. L. LOTON: I will not support a
measure denying ay Man the right to
work.

EON. J. G. HISLOP (Metropolitan)
[12.1]: Whenever I hear a 'Minister de-
scribe it Bill as ''simple'' I have my doubts
about it. Many people who have tele-
phoned me believe that the Bill is a wolf
in sheep's clothing, and that one must loojc
at the measure carefully to realise what
it means, On the surface it seems that,
apart '3rom the clauses dealing with holi-
lays and pay, all it sets out to do is to
send back to the Arbitration Court the
right tU lay down conditions for the bread-
baking industry. I have been rung re-
peated y in the last few lays by many
women of Perth who have taken a keen
interest iii matters connected with bread.
The iMinister must realise that the zoning
dlucsticni has been raised owing to the view
expressed by many women, that it is the
people the Bill will repress to whom
they must look eventually to break the
zoning.

There is no doubt that the Bill was in-
troduced, as was that of last year, to settle
the difference between Australian condi-
tions of bread baking and the conditions
sought by those who would like to enter the
trade ind bake when and how they please.
It has been truly said that when Australia
receives Migrants she does not readily ab-
sorb them. I was recently in a country
where it is openly said thatt no person can
remain there for 12 months without becom-
ing a citizen of the country. It is in the
basic differences between those two
national ways of living that there arises
the n 'ecessity for legislation of this kind.
In Australia we have the idea that the day
automatically divides according to the con-
dition3 we have laid down, and that work
shall occur only at certain hours. It is
hoped that eventually everyone will cease
work outside those hours and that the rest
of the day will be occupied in leisure,

sleeping, recreation and so on.
Utopia, difficult of achievement.

That is a

One od the difficulties, of the Bill is that
if we lay. down conditions and say that
work. can ha done only at certain times,
we cannot then say, to those who work out-
side such hours, that they shall have mln-
inunity. If we deprive them of that
immunity they must beeonme employees
rather than employers. While they are
now attempting to start in their own busi-
flesses, if we control them they must
eventually become employees in the trade.
We must be careful of our attitude in that
regard. It is only by long hours of work
that anyone gets anywhere. The condi-
tions here are such that only one shift is
possible in bakeries, whereas in more
thickly populated coantriet; the bakeries
operate round the clock. When I was
abroad I saw bread being presented to the
public as it should be presented. Ours is
not a good bread. After having tasted the
soft crusted bread' with a high gluten eon-
tent, I1 prefer it to that manufactured here.

Whejever I went in America I asked
what was the difference between their
bread and ours. I was told by those
iii bakeries that -the difference was
due to the fact that we do not give the
baker the right type of flour. We do not
grow the right type of wheat to produce
soft crusted bread with a high gluten con-
tent. I believe that during the next
session of Parliament we should institute
an inquiry into the whole of the bread
baking industry in this -State. I hope that
some dayv we will see a real advance.
Wherever I went in America I saw only a
small percentage of bread presented for
sale unwrapped. In the vast majority of
cases it was ready sliced, though one could
purchase unsliced bread. The slices would
not appeal tb the average Australian, who,
likes his bread much thinner than is the
customn in America. The wrapping of
bread must eventually come here.

I The Htonorary Minister: They pay more
for it in America.

Hon. J. G. HISLOP: The question of
costs between the two countries must be
regarded as relative. In North Carolina I
saw a big electric plant capable of turn-
ing (hut about 3,000 loaves pei hour. The
dough was put in at one end and the loaves,
as they came out the othier end, were sent
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automatically to a cooling chamber. For Latham dashed from one reason to another
two hours the bread remained in the cool-
ing chamber and then, as it came out, it
was put on a conveyor belt which took it to
a slicing machine. Further down on the
belt it was automatically wrapped, and
was then taken off and put on trolleys for
distribution. When I complimented the
,owner of the plant on its effectiveness, he
said he did not like it, aind that it was not a
sanitary method of handling bread because,
during the whole process, there was just
one occasion when the bread was touched
by human hands. As it left the cooling
chamber it had to be picked up by hand
and placed on the conveyor belt. The
owner said he was looking for a process
that was automatic throughout, so that
tile bread would not be touched at all by
human hands.

Such are the advances possible in the
breadmaking industry. Sooner or later we
must make the type of bread that can be
wrapped, and then there wvill arise the
questions of whether wve will have the pap-
er in which to wrap it, and what the cost
will be. That raises the question already
dealt with regarding milk, that such things
wre not possible in small factories. The
Bill seeks to control the smaller people
starting out in business, who are baking in
hours apart from those laid down by in-
dustrial awards. A multiplicity of such
small places would prevent advances in
bread making,' which ore only possible in
large concerns.

I will not vote against the Bill yet, as I
believe we must be fair to those who arc
established in business. We cannot let
chaos rule in any industry. The Minister
should make the bread industry sukijcet of
a complete investigation, in time to bring
down during next session a full report
telling what is possible to be done to ini-
prove our bread, and whether we can
institute modern methods of handling and
distribution. The bread industry is in had
odour with the public at present, and
people are dissatisfied with the way in
which the product is distrihated to them.
A proportion of the people believe, as I do,
that our bread is not of a desirable type,
but we miust be just to the bakers. The
fault may not lie with them.

THE HONORARY MINISTER (H~on. G.
B. Wood-East-in reply) [12.15]: Mr.

for opposing the Bill, which he said would
establish a close preserve for people al-
ready in the industry. It will do nothing
of the sort and will not debar anyone from
entering the industry. What it will do will
be to put all in the industry on the same
basis as those employers who have to ob-
serve the conditions laid down by the
Arbitration Court. The measure does not
dleal with foreigners, either.

Hon. C. C1. Lathamn: I did not mention
foreigners.I

The HONORARY MINISTER: No
doubt the small man in the industry can
get machinery. The red herring of zoning
was introduced. That was not much of a
reason to advance in opposition to the a ill,
because zoning is not mentioned in the
measure. Usually a Bill is opposed for
sonmc pro0vision it contains, not for some-
thing that is not in it. If ilr. Latham
would care to bring down a Bill for the
abolition of zoning, that would be all right,
hut I cannot see why exception should be
taken to this Bill because zoning is not
dealt with. We have heard a lot about
zoning from the womenfolk but, if zoning
were abolished, they would have to pny a
little more for their bread. Some of the
women who hove been complaining, I be-
lieve, do not know what is included in the
Bill, and I do not think there would be
any' objection from them if they under-
stood the provisions of the measure.

Un'der the Milk Act, those in the indus-
try are not given an open go in delivering
milk. A certain hour is laid down as the
starting time for delivering. There must
be uniformity in these matters. We could
not have people running around the city
at all hours of the day and night delivering
milk. Similarly there must be uniformity
in the bread industry. This is not a hardy
annual, as has been suggested. The Hill
involves only half the implications of the
meansure introduced by Mr. Gray last ses-
sion; in fact, it is a very modified version
of his proposals and there is very little of
a contentious nature in it. We have been
told about freedom in industry and all
that sort of thing. This House not long
ago passed a Bill requiring sellers of petrol
to conform to certain Hiours. No matter
what the walk of life might be, hours have
to be restricted. There is nothing new in
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that principle. Mr. Loton said the Bill
would ieny people the right to work.

Hon. A. L. Loton: Yes, it will.

The HONORARY MINISTER: That is
absolute rubbish. Would the hon. member
approve of an open go and the abolition
of the Arbitration Court? Why should
some people be restricted and others not?
Why should some employees have to work
certain hours while other people who are
not paitners, except under the lap, have
anl open go. A lot of people shown as
partner; are really employees. Dr. Hislop
ientiored the matter of costs. There is a

conside:-able difference between the cost of
the loa? in America and here. The latest
figure I have is that a 1 /-lb. loaf in
America costs 11d, whereas here the price
of a 2:'b. loaf is 6d. If zoning were abol-
ished, people would have to pay more for
their bread. Zoning is gradually being
eliminated. WAe have been told that re-
turned soldiers would be debarred from
entering the industry. That is rubbish. I
have been informed that five or six return-
ed men have entered the industry and they
sire noi. subject to zoning. I believe that
zoning will determine itself in time, but
that hits nothing to do with this Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

.I" Committee.

Hon. G. Fraser in the Chair: the Hon-
orary Minister in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to S-agreed to.

Clause 4-New section:
The HONORARY MI1NISTER: I move

an amendment-
That in line I of the proposed new section,

after the number ''12A.,'' the words ''Withinl
that pirtion of the State referred to in suib-
section (1) of section twelve of this Act,'' be
inserte.

This rafers to within 25 miles of Perth and
eight miles of K~algoorlie.

Amendment putt and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to..

Clot ses 5 and 6, Title, agreed to.
Hill reported with an amendment and

the report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly wvith an amendment.

BILI,--OENSORSHIP Or FILMS.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban)
[12.26] in moving the second reading said:
This is a Bill to provide for the 'censorship
of cinetuatographb films. There is no legis-
lation here dealing with the matter. Cer-
tamn provisions are contained in the
Criminal Code, the Police Act and the In-
decent Publications Act, which have a
certain effect, but only as regards obscene
matters and things of that sort, and those
three Acts are quite inappropriate for
dealing with cinematograph films. The
existing Commonwealth powers relating to
the importation of films are exercised by
the Customs, but recently the production
of films; in Australia has increased consid-
erably and there is no power to deal with
them, especially advertising films and 16
mm. films, in addition to the 35 mim. films
which are the commercial size.

In August, 1936, at a meeting of State
Ministers in Canberra, it was decided that
the States should introduce uniform legis-
lation. All except South Australia agreed
to enact uniform legislation on the lines of
the then existing censorship in Victoria. The
Commonwealth films censorship authorities
and appeal authorities are to act onl behalf
of the States under agreement between the
Commonwvealth and the respective States.
South Australia agreed generally with the
principles of uniform film censorship. As
a result of thalt arrangement, legislation on
the lines agreed] upon has been carried into
effect iin Tasmania and Victoria, and has
lately been brought before Parliament in
Queensland, and I believe adopted. It is
also being considered in New South Wales.

This Bill 1 is to implement t he arrange-
ment made at the conference, and, as I
said before, will provide for the censorship
of films in Western Australia. Provision
is niade for the Act to be administered by
the Minister and, subject to the Minister,
by the censor. It provides that no person
shall exhibit or cause to be exhibited in
ally picture theatre any film, save some
specially exenipted, until such film has been
app)roved by the censor. The films ex-
emted from censorship are, firstly, any
film registered as exempt under the Cus-
toms regulations; secondly, any film per-
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traying solely pictures of a topical event
which has happened in Australia and wvhich
is exhibited in a picture theatre at any
time not later than 14 days after the hasp-
pening of such event; and, thirdly, any
filmn, other than a trailer film, used solely
for advertising purposes, unless the censor
has specially directed that such film be
submitted for his approval. The censor is
given power to exempt any film from cen-
sorship. He may-

(a) approve a film as being suitable for
general exhibition; or

(hi) approve a film as being not suitable for
exhibition hefore children; or

(e) approve a film subject to such conditions
as lie imposes; or

(di) refuse his approval.

Children are defined by the Act as children
under the age of 16 years. The censor
shall not approve of a film which, in his
opinion, is-

(a) indecent or obscene or likely to be in-
jnrious to morality; or

(h) likely to encourage public disorder or
erinie; or

(e) undesirable in the public interest.

The censor shall not unconditionally refuse
to approve a film which in his opinion-

(a) rcpiroduees or adapts in good faith and
with artistic merit, any work of recognised
literary' merit; or

(b) represents in good faith and with, artis-tie merit, any scriptural, historical, traditional,
amythic al or legendary story.

The Bill also provides for censorship of
film advertising matter. Thii tensor 'nay
require the applicant for the approval, or
the exhibitor of amiy film, to submit for his
approval any advertisement used or pro-
posed to be used with respect to the exhi-
bition of such film. No person is to
publish any advertisement with respect to
any film which has not been approved by
the censor, when required to be so ap-
proved by the Act. The censor may
approve of any advertisement absolutely,
or subject to conditions, or reject it. In
considering any advertisement submitted
to him for approval, the censor is to be
governed by the same considerations as are
to be observed by him in exercising his
discretion in censoring films. Every adver-
tisement is to state whether the film has
been approved-

(a) for general exhibition; or
(F,) as not being suitable for exhibition be-

fore children; or

(c) in the ease of a film approved subject
to the conditions, a statement substantially set-
ting out such conditions.

Provision has been made for use in adver-
tisements of authorised censorship symbols
to indicate the nature of the approval given
by the censor. The nature of the censor-
ship symbols is to be explained in any
advertisement using them, and there is to
be exhibited on the screen at every exhibi-
tion of films, in every picture theatre,
prior to and during every interval in each
programme, a slide in such form as will
clearly indicate to the audience the inter-
pretation of symbols to be used in connee-
tion with the advertising of the censor's ap-
proval. In addition, immediately before the
exhibition of a film, there is to he pro-
jected on the screen a reproduction of the
certificate of the approval given by the
censor. Any film approved by the eensor
as being not suitable for exhibition before
children is not to be exhibited at any time
before half past five in the afternoon on
any Saturday, public holiday or week day
during the term holidays. There is provi-
sion, however, that the Minister may, sub-
ject to such conditions as he may impose,
exempt any picture theatre from this pro-
vision if he is satisfied that such exemption
is warranted in the public interest.

Some theatres, particularly those in the
city, do not eater for children at all. It is
thought reasonable to give the Minister
power to grant theatres, catering only for
adults, exemption from such provisions. If
any person feels aggrieved by any decision
of the censor, including the imposition of'
azny condition under the powers conferred
on the censor, he may appeal to the Minis-
ter or any person authorkepd by the Minis-
ter in that behalf, and upon such appeal
the decision of the censor may be varied.
Every distributor and exhibitor shall register
with the censor and shall, from time to time,
Furnish such returns and information as the
censor may require.

Any person who contravenes or fails to
comply with the provisions of the Act, shall
be guilty of an offence. Specific penalties
are provided in respect of the various
clauses, and where no penalty is provided,
a general penalty of £20 is included. In
addition, where any person is convicted of
the offence of exhibiting a film not approved
of by the censor, such film may be ordered
to be forfeited. It is thought advisable that
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there should be uniformity, as far as pos-
sible, in connection with censorship within
the Commonwealth. It is therefore con-
sidered desirable that the Governor should
have aw-hority to arrange with the Com-
monwealth, in conjunction with other
States, for b exercise -by it of the func-
tions of censorship on behalf of Western
Australia,

As members can understand, if one otfi-
c-er is tactiflg for the various State;, the
film would be censored for Western Aus-
tralia at the same time as it was for the re-
maining States. Any arrangement that may
be made can be terminated at any time. The
Bill prcvides thai Western Australia is to
have its own censor should it decide not to
employ the Commonwealth censor. This
provision follows the lines adopted in the
other States, In the event of a -certain
clause teing deleted, which I understand is
likely, it may be necessary for me' to move
an amendment. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On inotion by Hfon. G. Fraser, debate ad-
journed.

BIL-ASSOCIATIONS INCORLPORA-
TION ACT AMENiDMENT.

. Second Reading.

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of
the sitting.

HON. G. I ASBR (West) (12.31]: 1
secure1 the adjournment of the debate in
order to look at time measure. I am quite
satisfied that it merely deals with the objects
of associations. I amn sorry that this amend-
ment has been. introduced because it spoils
a record. The Act has been in force since
1896, whep it was introduced, without hav-
ing he-zn altered. After 51 years we are
going io amend it.

Hon. 1, Craig: It has probably been dead
nil that lime.

Hon. 0. FRASER: No, it has been used
considlerably. I have made use of it my-
self on many occasions. If anyone says
that Parliament works slowly he will get
support by quoting this measure. I. shall
vote for the-second reading.

Qnestion put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
]Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BILL--BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL ACT
AMENDMENT AND CONTINUANCE.

Second Reading.
Debate resumed from an earlier stage of

the sitting.

HON. L. A. LOGAN (Central) [12A42]:
Although I do not like controls, we could
probably keep this Act in operation for
another 12 months except for the clause in
the Bill -which seeks to bring second-hand
muaterial into line with new material. I can-
not see: why a permit should be required to
build with second-hand material. To me it
seems ridiculous. It appears that under the
old Act the Housing- Commission did not seem
to know whether it had power to prosecute
or not, and it now wants to have the legal
right to do so. Why not scrap this al-
together? We already have bylaws of local
authorities that have to be observed by any-
one Who wishes to build. The provision of
those bylaws should be sufficient to ensure
that houses are correctly constructed. it
will ha-@ the effect of retarding the building
programme. 'There should he no need for
a rer'nit to erect a house with second-hand
building material. There are still quite a
few houses on the Murehison Goldields that
are not 'being used and before a man can
dismantle any one of them he has to obtain
a permit to re-erect, which is entirely un-
n&CeSSarY. I was told of a case the other
day where a man has in his possession all
the second-hand material he desires to build
a home, and he cannot obtain a permit to
do so. That state of affairs will not get us
anywhere. I definitely intend to oppose that
part of the Bill wvhich requires a permit
for a inan to use second-hand material in the
erectiDn of a buldng

Hon. L. B. Bolton: I move-
That the (debate be adjourned.
Motion put and a division taken with the

following result:
Ayes . .. . .. 10
Noes . .. . .. 11

Mt-njprity against .1
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Hon. L, S. Bolton liHon. J. G, Hislop
Hon. H. A. C. Daffei, Honl. W. J. Vanni
Honl , . Al. Da vies Hon. H, Tuekey
Hol]. J1. A. D kimmits Ron. F. R. 'Welsh
lion. G. Fraser Eon, C. H. Simpson

(Teller.)

Hon. R. J. Boylon Honl. A. L. baton
Hon.' L. Craig Hon. H. S. WV. Parker
Holl. F. E. Gibson Ba. H. L. Roche
Rion. E. H. Gray Hion. 0. B3. Wood
Honl. e. a. Lifthamn Hon. 0. Bunntetts
Honl. Li. A. Logan (Teller.)

Motion thus negatived.

EON. L. B. BOLTON (Mectropolitan)
[12.50):- I moved the adjo0unment of the
debate as a protest against measures of this
fimportanee-1)r. Hislop referred to them as
innocent little measures earlier in the
evenling-being considered by the House at
this late hour, and in the dyinghiours of the
session.

The Minister for Mines: The debate was
adjourned at 4 o'clock this afternoon so
that you could have a look through the
Bill.

lon. L. B. BOLTON: It is not a fair
thing.

Hon. C. G1. Lathanm, We have not had
mnuch opportunity to look through a. Bill
while the House is sitting.

Lion. L. B3. BOLTON: We have had
plenty to do since 4 o'clock this afternoon
looking at other measures. We have passed
legislation this evening that probably we
were not right in agreeing to and possibly
we may be sorry for it afterwards. I op-
pose the measure on the grounds advanced
by M,%r. Logan. We are carrying the hous-
ing- position a little too far. I have rio oh-
.jretion to requiring approval to be ob-
tainedl for the purchase of materials to be
used in bnilding or repair work. Now we
have reached the stage where if a manl pur-
chases a second-hand building he has no
power to demolish it and re-erect the house
anywhere else. That is how I read the Bill.
I think the Leader of the House is very un-
wvise in asking us to rush through legisla-
tion such as this at the present stage. There
is another clause I desire to comment upon,
which increases the mninimum fine to £50.

Hoil. C. 0. Latham: The maximumi fine
has been increased from £C100 to £200.

The Minister for Mines: But thhere is a
proviso.

Honi. E. H. Gray: And it is quite right.

Hon. L. B. BOLTON. I do not think it
is right. There was a ease before the police!
court within the last ten days. The matter
was reported to the Housing Commission by
a member of another place. The individual
was fined for what I think was hardly any
offence at all, although possibly it was an
offence within the meaning of the Acet. He
intended to extend his verandah and had
erected onc pillar but had not made any
other alteration. He spent less money than
he was allowed to do on the job. Neverthe-
less, although the Housing Commission did
not view it as a serious matter, that man
was viciously fined a sum of £10. He was
a man who was doing a geod job. He had
finished his life's work as a minister of re-
ligion. He is over 10 years of age and in
the Circumstance I consider he should never
have been proceeded against. If the Bill be
agreed to, the minimum fine in such a ease
would be £50.

The M1inister for Mines: 'Unless-

Hon. L, B. BOLTON: Yes, there is the
provision to which the 'Minister directs at-
tention, but nevertheless it is altogether too
much. I know there have been some very
glaring eases that should he stopped. But
there is reason in all things. I do not think
the arvtion. taken against the man I have
referred to was fair or reasonable. Nor do
I consider it reasonable and fair that per-
sons have to secure approval for [he re-
erection of a home with second-hand mna-
terials whether it be a shed, a garage, en-
dlosing a verandah or whatever it mnay be.
I oppose. the Bill and will vote agpainst the
second reading.

HON. G. ENNETTS I'South) [12.55]:
I would like to put a question to the Minis-
ter along the lines of that suggested by Mr.
Logan. 'Unrier the present municipal by-
laws, before a council will grant a permit
a manl Fas to secure another permit
fromi the flousing Commission. Thus
two permits tire necessary before he can
build his house. Take the position of a
building that has been secured at Wiluna
and the materials have been removed to Kal-
g-oorlie for re-erection. Will the Minister
tell me if it is correct that such a man has
to get the two peCrmits I have lreferred to,
irrespective of whether any new material
is required, or not?
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Hon. H. TUCKEY: I move-
Tbat the debate be adjourned.

Motion put and negatived.

HON. H. TUCKDY (South-WTest)
112.56' I regret it was necessary to refuse
mec the idjournuient of the debate. It has been
impossible at this sitting to do justice to all
the Bi Is that have been put before us. In
the timec available we have n6t been able to
go tiough them properly, and certainly
we have not been able to give them adequate
considloration. This is a most important
measurce for the control of building
materials. We have been told that this is
the lasit year during which such control will
he exercised. In my opinion, it will be years
before controls of this description are lift-
ed- I think the -whole position requires
looking into. I am not in favour of it being
.obligatory upon applicants to obtain a per-
mnit for erecting small buildings with second-
hand materials. I cannot see any necessity
for it.

Furthermore, some of the materials in
short sup~ply are badly managed. I know
of onl case where a farmer tried to get some
pipingv for imp)roving his stock water sup-
-plies. Hie has been told by a merchant that
bie is not in the race to get it. The farmer
concerned has to renew the pipinq evecry
three or four years and it is necessary for
him to keep a few short lengths for repairs.
This means that during the summer he may
have to sell some head- of stock because he
will not he able to provide the necessary
water- for them. To say in a ease like that
that a man cannot be supplied with the pip-
ing is rather stupid. If the material is not
in the State, it cannot be Made available;
but irrespective of whether it is available or
not, according to the arrangements made
today supplies could not be allocated to
farmers.

I fa.a

Surely at present when we are so short
of food and everyone is being requested to
produce more and more,' a policy is wrong
that debars farmers from securing a fewv
lengths of piping in order to enable them
to wanter their stock. A case of that kind
could be made special. There should be
ways and means of providing that the ma-
terial in question would be nsed for no
purpose other than that specified by the

farmer. It should be No. 1 priority, not
No. 3. It is bad management on the part
of the authorities to continue to control
materials in this way. That is only one
case. Other materials should be made avail-
able in small quantities in essential cases.
These are all matters that need discussing
and looking into. I feel that to rush legis-
lation like this through every stage in one
night is not fair to members or to the State.
However, the majority of members wish to
flea] with the Bill and finish, I understand,
by tomnorrow night, so we shall have to carry
on with the old policy of having an all-
night sitting to deal with legislation,
whether we give it proper consideration or
not.

HON. E. H. GRAY (West) [1.2]:
A most important an4d grave responsibility
r .ests on every member of the House should
we think of rejecting this measure, The
big problem that overshadows everything
elIse is the acute shortage of houses. Un-
doubtedly, we shall all be glad when con-
trols can be removed and materials made
available in- sufficient quantities, hut we
cannot get away from the fact that thous-
ands of people today are living under bad
conditions, both in the city and in the
coun try. I have no doubt that the authori-
ties have discovered that some illicit trad-
ing has been going on in second-hand
material, because othenvise the Government
would not have included such a provision
in the Bill. I ask members to consider the
plight of people waiting for houses and to
pass the Bill as it stands, without amend-
ment.

HON. L. CRAIG (South-West) [1.31:
Members shouild take note that this Bill was
introduced by the Premier, who is the last
man in the world to introduce a Bill which
takes away -the liberties of the people, un-
less that step is absolutely essential. The
Premier is all out for private enterprise,
but lie has found, as Minister, that, accord-
ing to what Mir. G-ray says, there has, been
illicit trading in second-hand materials. I
do not like controls any more than ado other
miembers;, I probably like them lets, but I
have no doubt genuine applicants would
receive permits quickly. I cannot imagine
a roan who has second-hand materials on his
property which belongs to him and which
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has been acquired honestly having any real
trouble in obtaining a permit to build.

Hon. L. B. Bolton: Why should he have
to ask for it?

Hon. L. CRAIG: There must be a general
rule because of the illicit trading that has
been going on. There may have been ex-
ceptional cases of that kind. This is a small
amendment which I am prepared to accept,
although, like Mr. Bolton, I do not like
ciontrols,

ho. E. H. Gray: None of us does.
Hon. L, CRAIG: Owing to the housing

Iprolem today, one has to agree to many
things that one does not like. I hope mem-
bers will support the Bill.

Hon. G. FRASER: I move-
That the debate be adjourned.

Mlotion Put and negatived.

HON. G, FRASER (West) [1.61:
Every year we have had complaints made
in this House because the Minister has
brought in legislation in the dying hours of
the session and we have heeo asked to con-
sider suceh legislation notwitstanding the
protests made against its introduction. But
tonight we find the House itself denying
member-, the -right to consider this naeasure.
The boot is on the other foot. This is but
a %mlail Bill, but members will agree that
it deals with one of the most vital things
in the State today-building. Can any
member tell* me exactly what the Bill con-
tains I There is provision that something
shall be inserted here, and something else
there, in Parts IV and V of the Act. How
can members check the Bill'

Hon. L. Craig: flow many Bills have
you cheeked out of the 105'?

Hon. G. FRASER: Mr. Dinuruitt has the
Act, bitt how many other members have it'?
It is not a Bill that is self -explanatory; it
must be examined closely to ascertain what
it means. Yet 'yve find some members refus-
ing other members the opportuinity carefully
to consider the measure. I have always
favoured this form of control and have de-
fenided the department in its attitude, I
take exeption to being asked to pass a Bill
without knowing- what it contains. The Min-
ister was agreeable to an adjournment of
the debate, but members would not give him
the opportunity. We have had Bills today

coming up so fast that as soon as we get
one off one shoulder there is another on the
other.

We are turning out Bills like sausages.
Now we are asked at 1 O'clock in the morn-
ing to find out what this Bill means. I -raise
may protest against the attitude of the House
to the Bill. The possibilities are that after
I have examined it I shall be in favour of
it and want to see it placed on the statute-
book. I defy any member to understand
this Bill without waking a thorough exam-
ination of it. I will not forget to remind
members on some future occasion just what
their attitude has been tonight.

HO0N. R. 3. BOYLEN (South) [1.8]:
After having listened to Mr. Fraser, I con-
sider there are matters which we -should
look into and consequently I move-

That the debate be adjourned.

Motion put and passed; debate adjourned.

DISOHAROE oF ORDER.

On motion by the Honorary M1inister, the
Potato Growing Industry (Trust Fund) Bill
(No. 11) was discharged from the notice
paper.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban)
I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn till
2.30 p.m. today (Wednesday).

House adjourned at 1.10 uam. (Wednesday)
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